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Abstract 

Abstract 

Both the costs and investments in healthcare have increased in recent years. Technology developments 

and the increase of lifespan were crucial for the expansion of this sector in an economic and social point 

of view. 

Besides the improvements in healthcare management, corruption and abuse within are increasing. 

Private and governmental institutions are making efforts to reduce it by detecting and preventing 

eventual cases of corruption and fraud. However, the results are insufficient and new approaches to 

face the problem are becoming more important. 

Nowadays, Data Mining techniques are considered as a good strategy to detect fraud and corruption in 

different areas such as credit card, bank accounts and telecommunications. In this thesis is explored a 

new approach using genetic algorithms in order to improve the number of detections. 

The two key aspects of this approach are first the organization of the healthcare data according to three 

different points of view, claims, patients and providers. The second key aspect, is related with the 

application of the machine learning algorithm to the three areas referred and the correlation of the results 

obtained from the three applications.  

The simulations tested show an unquestionable high success of detection of the fraudulent situations, 

around 90% of the fraudulent situations are correctly detect, using nine different fraud scenarios. As well 

as a detail analyses of the both the fraudulent claims characteristics and the performance of the 

algorithm in different situations. The results also show an evident reduction of the false alarm situations 

with the correlations of results of the three genetic algorithm. The average accuracy of the developed 

algorithm is 90%, and it’s possible to observe in certain situations a total detection of all the fraudulent 

situations. 
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Resumo 

Resumo 

Tanto os custos como os investimentos, nos sistemas de Saúde, têm vindo a aumentar. Estes 

aumentos devem-se principalmente aos desenvolvimentos tecnológicos e o aumento da esperança 

média de vida, que contribuíram para a expansão deste sector numa perspetiva económica e social.   

Apesar das melhorias no que diz respeito à gestão na Saúde, os casos de corrupção e abuso 

cresceram. Esforços feitos pelas instituições privadas e governamentais para detetar e prevenir estes 

casos têm sido insuficientes e, neste cenário, as novas alternativas para suprimir este problema têm 

ganho importância. 

Hoje em dia, técnicas de Data Mining são consideradas boas estratégias para detetar fraude e 

corrupção em diferentes áreas como cartões de crédito, contas bancárias e sistemas de 

telecomunicações. Infelizmente, devido à complexidade e suscetibilidade dos dados disponibilizados, 

estratégias de Data Mining não foram uma prioridade os sistemas de Saúde. 

O primeiro aspeto chave deste método está relacionado com a organização das bases de dados da 

Saúde de acordo com três áreas diferentes, consultas, pacientes e médicos. O segundo aspeto está 

relacionado com a aplicação do algoritmo de machine learning, algoritmos genéticos, às três áreas 

referidas e à correlação dos resultados obtidos nas três aplicações. 

As simulações feitas apresentam um inquestionável sucesso na deteção das situações fraudulentas, 

com 90% destas situações a serem corretamente detetadas, num universo de nove tipos diferentes de 

fraude. Ainda é possível uma análise detalhada das características das consultas e do desempenho do 

algoritmo nas diferentes situações. Os resultados apresentam também uma evidente redução das 

situações de alarme incorreto devido à correlação dos três algoritmos genéticos. A exatidão média do 

algoritmo desenvolvido é de 90%, sendo possível em certas situações detetar totalmente todas as 

situações fraudulentas numa amostra.  

Palavras-chave 

Algoritmos Genéticos, Deteção, Fraude, Corrupção, Saúde 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1 Introduction 

This chapter presents an overview of the subject. The first part provides information about the healthcare 

system and basic notion on healthcare system expenses. The following introduces some fraud and 

corruptions values. The final part presents some basic classifications and descriptions of healthcare 

fraud cases as well as the agents involved in these issues. 
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1.1 Overview 

This master thesis aims to develop a Genetic Algorithm for the detection of fraud and abuse in the 

healthcare system. The algorithm will improve current detection of fraud techniques and contribute to 

the reduction of fraud in healthcare. The following presents some general important notions in the 

healthcare system as well as this master thesis structure. 

Health system has been defined as “all the organizations, institutions and resources that are devoted to 

producing health actions” [1]. In this system is possible to distinguish three main models [2]: The National 

Health Service (NHS), the Social Health Insurance (SHI) and the Private Health Insurance (PHI). The 

first, offers universal coverage primarily founded by general tax revenues. The second, is a social 

security system financed by non-profit insurance fund. The third, is based on private insurance, 

characterized by private finance, provision and ownership of facilities [3]. 

1.2 Healthcare System Costs 

With the increase of the average lifespan (in half century, average life spans increased 20 years [4]), 

mainly due to developments in medicine methods, healthcare system as grown both in its importance 

and in costs. In Portugal, the government spent 7.5 billion euros (5% gross domestic product) of the 

state budget in 2014. In the USA, annual expenditures approached the two trillion dollars in 2004, which 

corresponds to 15.3% of the gross domestic product. According to the European Anti-Fraud 

Organization [5], in 2009 were spend between 3% and 10% of the GDP in healthcare in the European 

countries [6] [7]. As an example [8], in 1999 coronary heart diseases cost £1.73 billion to the U.K. health 

system, £2.42 billion in informal care and £2.91 billion in productivity loss. 

In the world in 2011 the health expenses reached the 6.9 billion dollars, an average of 7.4% of the OECD 

countries’ GDP in 2000 and 9.1% in 2011 [9]. Cutting costs was considered in [10], as the great 

healthcare challenge of the century. 

Nowadays, people normally rely on health insurance to share the high healthcare costs. Health 

insurances can either be sponsored by the government or manage by the private sector. In another 

perspective, an important part of the healthcare budget is intended to medical expenditures, which have 

increase worldwide from 170 million to 4440 million US dollars from 1967 to 1999, which represents 26 

times more [5]. 
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1.3 Corruption Values 

The Global Health Care Anti-Fraud Network, GHCAN, is an institute that promotes partnership and 

communication between international organizations in order to reduce and eliminate healthcare fraud 

around the world. In this network is included the European Healthcare Fraud and Corruption Network, 

EHFCN, and the National Health Care Anti-Fraud Association, NHCAA, in the United States, among 

others with an important role in the fight against corruption in healthcare [11]. 

 According to the NHCAA, about 9% (47.9 billion dollars) of the United States annual healthcare 

expenditure was lost due to fraud and corruption. In Europe and Australia, the losses due to fraud and 

corruption correspond to 10% of the total expenses, according to the respective Healthcare Anti-Fraud 

and corruption institutions, EHFCN and PHA, Private Healthcare Australia. 

The most commonly used indicator for the perceived levels of corruption of a country is the 

Transparency International Corruption Perception Index (TI CPI), manage by a non-governmental 

organization, Transparency International. This index measures the general levels of perceived 

corruption in a country. 

The process of detection of fraud and abuse needs intensive medical knowledge and consume a lot of 

time to analyse all the situations, especially in large national insurance programs [12]. Manly, health 

insurance systems rely on human experience to review insurance claims and identify suspicious ones.  

When a case of fraud or abuse is detected, the final scenario differs because of the gravity of the 

situation and according to the laws of the country in case. In normal situations, clinics and hospitals are 

penalized by their actions or the patient is obligated to pay what he should. In a more serious situation, 

the contracts between the service provider and the healthcare system can be suspended or terminated. 

In fact, taking the example of inappropriate practice by doctors, only 0.7% of the situations are refer to 

a Professional Services Review Tribunal and 0.07% are arraign in court of law, according to Australian 

Antifraud services [5]. 

1.4 Entities Involved 

In healthcare fraud detection, there are three main entities involved: service providers (doctors, 

hospitals, ambulance companies and laboratories), insurances subscribers (patients and patients’ 

employers) and insurances carries (including governmental health departments and private insurance 

companies). In order to classify the cases of fraud and corruption subsists in four categories [7], directly 

associated with the entities involved: services provider’s fraud, insurance subscriber’s fraud, insurance 

carrier’s fraud and conspiracy fraud. The last one with a more global approach to the situation. These 

events include illicit activities associated to affiliates, medical professionals, staff, managers and 
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suppliers [5]. 

The usual cases of fraud happen when: home or hospital stay conflict, hospital stay with no associated 

physician inpatient visit, occurs excessive lab or radiology services per client per day, X-ray are 

duplicated, fragmented lab and X-ray procedures, lab or x-ray interpretation with no associated technical 

portion and ambulance trips with no medical services [6] [13]. 

On another hand, fraud and corruption cases are always evaluating and adapting to the system in rule. 

The typical cases nowadays are: deliberate falsification of claims with intensions of obtaining monetary 

benefit to which the doctor is not entitled, over servicing, up coding (claiming for more expensive 

services), poor quality medicine and random or haphazard ordering of pathology test that are unrelated 

to the patient’s medical condition [14]. 

1.5 Motivation 

Since the 90’s, software’s capable of organize and reduce the healthcare information has been 

developed, in order to simplify the job of medical experts and the responsible authorities in the detection 

of fraud and corruption. The objective of this master thesis is to develop a genetic algorithm capable of 

detecting fraud cases in the national healthcare system. The genetic algorithm is a recent approach in 

this issue, normally were used statistical methods or applied simple filters to reduce the information and 

simplify the search for the domain experts. With the genetic algorithm, the idea is to be one-step ahead, 

identifying and predicting cases of fraud and corruption in healthcare. Genetic algorithm gives a huge 

variety of results, which enables an efficient way to detect fraud and corruption cases, as well as the 

prevention of these cases in the future. 

1.6 Objectives 

This research purposes a new approach for the detection of fraud and corruption in healthcare system 

using a machine learning technique, Genetic Algorithm, GA, with the objective of detection suspicious 

cases in an efficient and precise performance. The principal focus is to decrease the number of false 

detection and reduce drastically the time and the means of those detections.  

The three main contributions that this dissertation stands for are: First, the data generator of healthcare 

claims, used to simulate both fraudulent and legitimate situations. Second, the process of organization 

of data, in which the healthcare information is split in claim information, patient information and provider 

information. And third, the application of three genetic algorithms to the different data bases, to find the 

best criteria to classify the situation as legitimate of fraudulent. 
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1.7 Thesis Structure 

The thesis is composed by five chapters, the first is introduction, where is given an overview of the 

subject as well as the background on the objectives and motivations. Chapter 2, State of Art, describes 

previous works, in techniques and algorithms used to detect fraud and corruption in healthcare with 

detail. Chapter 3, Architecture, explains the model stablished and the theoretical approach used for the 

creation of the genetic algorithm. Chapter 4, Experimental Results, presents the executed simulations 

of multiple fraud scenarios. Chapter 5, Conclusions and Future Work, discusses the results obtained in 

the chapter 4, summarizing the advantages and disadvantages of this algorithm, as well as the future 

work for the upgrade and improvement of the algorithm. 
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Chapter 2 

State of Art 

2 State of Art 

This chapter presents a research on previous works about the subject. Initially, is introduced the 

Portuguese healthcare system. Later, is explored the database structure and its relevance to achieve 

the main objective, detection of fraud and corruption in healthcare. After the data introduction, comes 

the data understanding, where are suggested typologies of classification for fraud situation. In the 

following, the data is processed according to the proposed classification. In this section, different 

approach techniques are exposed to solve the main issue, fast and efficient detection of fraud. In the 

end, are presented two new methods that improves the algorithms before presented. 
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2.1 Portuguese National Healthcare System 

In Portugal, the health system involves three main elements [15] [16]: First, the SNS, national health 

system1, which provides universal coverage, second the private voluntary health insurance and third, 

the health subsystems for certain professionals. The Ministry is responsible for the general management 

and for the policies to implement.  The National Health System is financed by normal taxation. The 

budget is then distributed among the different regions in the country. The Portuguese territory is divided 

in five regions that are administrated individually and are responsible for contracts with hospitals and 

private sector services [17] [18]. 

Doctors and nurses from the SNS are paid in the form of salaries. Besides that, normally, an important 

part of the monthly income comes through activities in the private sector, according to a report of the 

European Anti-Fraud Office. 

Portuguese culture influences a lot the healthcare system procedure, and, in this situation, have the 

tendency to change the suppose sequence of the system in order to beneficiate someone in an 

inappropriate way. As an example, a doctor would be doing a favour to a patient by treating with special 

attention and therefore, it is very common that the patient gives presents, i.e. informal methods of 

payments, according to a report by the European Anti-Fraud Office [17]. The same report mentions that 

the Portuguese are not used to report a corruption situation, due to the inefficiency of the system and 

because it could lead to retaliations. 

The most common corruption cases in Portugal are related in one way with informal payments in medical 

service delivery and, in another perception, when doctor receive presents or sponsorship to participate 

in congresses, or other events, by some pharmaceutical representative. Portuguese doctors also 

receive regularly sponsorships from pharmaceutical companies expecting prescription or 

recommendations of their products in return [1] [19] [20]. 

In recent history, were detected four cases of fraud and abuse in the Portuguese National Health System 

[17]: 

 2010, “Remédio Santo” - Medical doctors prescribed medicines of SNS list to patients that could 

not read or write or were dead. These medicines were co-financed by the state, mostly 90-95%, and 

they were acquired in accomplice chemistries, for 10-15% of their value. Subsequently, the 

medicines were sold in foreign countries whit a high profit, benefits estimated at 30%-35%.  

 2011, “Leisure trips to the United States” - Medical doctors from a regional hospital have been 

accused of passive corruption. The accusation was based on the fact that they had accepted leisure 

                                                      

1 SNS, “Sistema Nacional de Saúde” 
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trips for them and their families to places as Disneyworld or New York paid by the companies that 

provided Coimbra Hospital otorhinolaryngology unit with the necessary medical equipment. One of 

the doctors involved was then head of the unit. The two companies that paid holidays and trips for 

the medical doctors and their families would have obtained a more favorable treatment in the 

procurement of their equipment by the Coimbra Hospital. The two companies were accused by the 

General Prosecution Office of having performed a crime of active corruption and also, of harming 

international trade. The case came before court. However, the case was dismissed because there 

was no sufficient proof. The causality between the trips and the irregular procurement process could 

not be proved. 

 2011, “Esquizofarma” - Portuguese Government accused eight persons from the pharmaceutical 

sector of having circumvented the law and collecting funds from highly co-financed medicines. They 

sold co-financed medicines in foreign countries.  

 2013, “Fraud in chemistries invoicing and stock system” - Manipulation of stock management 

system of chemistries: Pharmacists invoice prescribed medicines to the National Health 

Administration without actually being purchased by the patient. The case is still under investigation. 

Responsible organization in healthcare anti-fraud and corruption 

The General inspection of all activities in relation with the healthcare sector, IGAS2, is responsible for 

disciplinary procedure in health sector in Portugal. It ensures that both public and private sector respect 

the legislation. IGAS also controls the acquisition and supply procedures [19].  

Intra organism’s coalition, are formed by IGAS, Judicial Police department and Infarmed3, responsible 

for medicine and health products. The organization stablish uniform methodologies to improve the 

system control. 

The Board Corruption Prevention4 is an independent administrative entity that prevents any kind of 

corruption activities at a national scope. This institution develops the “corruption and fraud prevention 

plan”. All the fraud and corruption cases have to be reported to this organization. 

The Doctor’s order5, is the doctor’s national association that have the objective of ensure quality of 

service, independence and practice of Portuguese regulation [19]. 

Weakness in the health system 

Healthcare systems in Portugal presents some four main areas with weakness, according to the 

                                                      

2 IGAS, “Inspeção Geral das Atividades de Saúde” 

3 Infarmed, Nacional Authority of Medicines and Health Products, “Autoridade Nacional do Medicamento 

e Produtos de Saúde” 

4 The Board Corruption Prevention, “Conselho de Prevenção da Corrupção” 

5 The Doctor’s order, “Ordem dos Médicos” 
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European Union entities [17].  

The first is the relation between the public sector and the private services entities. These two sectors 

are too much divided and the lack of transparency in the relationship with the pharmaceutical or with the 

supply of medical equipment. Is also reported a usual conflict of interest between the two entities. 

The second refers the evolution of the Portuguese healthcare system. The restructuring of the internal 

management system. The government is passing public management institution to private management 

model, with the cost reduction policies. 

The third is related to medicines that are purchased on wholesale, instead of unit sale. This situation 

enables opportunities for the oversupply of medicines. Normally the medicines that are in excess are 

resold to foreign countries, in order to obtain illegal benefits. 

The fourth are the weak control mechanisms and the complicated legal framework in corruption issues. 

The supervision and monitoring organisms are normally underperforming. The Penal Code does not 

foresee any specific regulation on corruption matters. 

The Figure 1, represented below, describes the global fraud detection cycle in five stages. This work is 

principally focus in the detection of fraudulent situation, being the remain five stages responsibility of the 

entities described above. 

 

Figure 1: Fraud Detection Cycle (Source: [17]) 
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2.2 Data 

A well structure database is essential to combat fraud in healthcare [3]. The number of occurrences 

verified, the specificity of the situation and the number of agents involved in the healthcare system, are 

important challenges that must be manage. Normally, for the detection of fraud, domain experts have 

access to the information of provider, patient and insurance. Under each one of these three agents, the 

data used depends on how the fraud detection method is structured. It is also important to considerer 

that data in excess can represent insignificant information for the objective of fraud detection.  

The claimed data has five major characteristics: medical description of the occurrence, price involved in 

the situation, place where the occurrence took place, material used in the situation and future 

instructions for the patient.  

Processing the data available is of major importance. The following method, presented in Figure 2, 

describes a systematic procedure used to prepare the data [6]. 

1.Data Acquisition: Obtaining near the responsible healthcare entities database information of claims 

and medical services.  

2. Goal Setting: Identify and prioritize the types of fraud on which detection should be focused; 

3. Data cleaning: Analyses of the data, identification and correction of similar information described in 

different forms, that may create new variable without necessity; 

4. Handing missing values: Attribution of information through the hot-deck imputation method, based 

on the replacement of the value with the most similar one, or with regression imputation, based on the 

prediction of the value through the predicted value of the regression. 

5. Data transformation: Adaptation of the data for the pretended objective and respective algorithm; 

6. Feature selection: Application of the algorithm; 

7. Data auditing: Statistical check and visualization to become familiar with the data;  

 

Figure 2: Data Processing Steps 

Data can bring some problems, erroneous or incomplete data input, duplicated claims or medical non-

covered services. These problems have to be detected and correct before enter in the database system.  

Normally most of the data collected is confidential or normative. This implies that part of the information 

has to be codify before used in the system. For instance, names should be substitute for an equivalent 

ID and treatments for an equivalent code name. 

2.2.1 Conflicted Data 

In 2010, was introduced in the paper “Fraud Detection in Telecommunications: A Historical Perspective 

and Lessons Learned” [21], an important issue about data when its dealing with cases of fraud and 

corruption. It stands that “there is no sharp line between the intention not to pay and not the ability to 

pay”. Indeed, this happens a lot in fraud detection. In credit card fraud detection exists an example which 
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illustrates clearly the situation described above. “Suppose someone is shopping for Christmas presents 

and he is getting over enthusiastic. Once he gets home, he realizes he overspent with his credit card 

and now he is unable to pay for all of the purchases. He comes up with a devious plan and decides to 

report his credit card as stolen at the local police station. Note that the transactions were legitimate at 

the moment of purchasing, the transactions do not become fraudulent until after the card is reported 

stolen. As a result, identical data describes both legitimate and fraudulent behaviour, and it is merely 

the action of reporting the card as been stolen that determines the transaction to be fraudulent.” Data 

do not take into count this factor and from its perspective, the situation is at the same time legitimate 

and fraudulent. From a data perspective this is an interesting example of the weakness of data analysis 

and what defines legitimate and fraudulent behaviours. 

2.3 Prevention and Detection of Fraud 

Fraud is a contrary action according to what should be honest. It is so, a dishonest attempted of convince 

some party that a legitimate situation is happening when in fact, it is not. Fraud is normally committed 

to penalize a person or institution. In the eyes of the law, fraud is a crime committed by the person in 

charge of the supervision of a contract. Due to it, fraud is juristically penalized. In another hand, abuse 

is the payment for items or services that are allocated by the providers with no need. This cases 

represent an unnecessary cost for the beneficiary or for the insure represent [22]. 

Prevention of fraud is related with action of stop fraud from occurring. Normally the prevention takes into 

account private information of beneficiaries and services provides. Due to this, a trade-off between 

expenses and inconvenience for the beneficiary must be found. 

Detection of fraud involves the aptitude to discover that fraud as occurred. Fraud detection depends on 

three main factor: The speed that the fraud is detected, the amount of false alarms generated and the 

range of crimes that can be detected. Detection of fraud starts right after fraud prevention did not 

succeeded.  

 Both, fraud prevention and detection, have to work simultaneously in order to become more efficient 

and stop fraud the best way possible. In practice, sometimes, a tradeoff between the cost of analysing 

a fraudulent case and the saves by investigate it are taking into consideration. 

2.4 Typologies of Corruption 

In the following are numerated four different typologies of corruption, representing a classification of 

cases that have characteristics in common. This classification gives understanding of the main drivers, 

complicities and prevalence of corruption in healthcare sector. These typologies are according the 
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European Anti-Fraud Organization and were stablish by a large investigation among the 28 European 

Union members [17]. After the four main typologies, Figure 3, illustrates the main entities involved in 

these typologies of fraud as well as the relations between the entities and the financial flow involved in 

the fraudulent processes. 

1. Patients and Providers Fraud; 

a. Bribery in Medical Delivery: 

In this fraud bribes are paid in order to receive special care from providers. Many cases are related to 

procurement and purchase of pharmaceutical and medical services. Normally, the bribes are made in 

cash and it could be offers from the patient or even demanded by the service provider.   

In a social point of view, these kind of corruptions demands are suffered by the underprivileged and it is 

in direct conflict with the universal principal of equal access to healthcare. 

The principal drivers of bribery in medical services are the insufficient healthcare funding, the low 

salaries for healthcare providers, the limited control of the responsible organizations and the limitation 

of services for special healthcare issues. 

b. Excessive number of clinical trials: 

This fraud relates the number of clinical trials, versus, the real necessity of this medical interventions. In 

this typology providers suggest an unexpected high number of clinical trials, which were not necessary, 

increasing the expenses supported by the patient unnecessarily. 

The main beneficiary of this typologies are private medical services that increase the use of their facilities 

with no real need. Normally the payment of this clinical trials is supported by both patient and insurance 

companies, if associated with the patient.  

c. Private and Public services relation: 

This typology of fraud is referent to providers that work in both the public and in the private healthcare 

services.  In this scenario, the provider takes advantage of a patient from the public healthcare system 

and redirects the patient to the private healthcare system. 

The main beneficiary of this typologies are both the provider and the private service, that the provider is 

representing. The patient is normally persuaded by better services which, without knowledge, are also 

well provided by the public healthcare service.  

2. Payers and Providers Fraud; 

a. Undue Reimbursement Claims: 

In this scenario, the health care providers recommend a medicine or a treatment, which is too complex 

to define, and therefore, the patient does not have a clear notion of the importance of that situation. 

Generally known as Providers Payment Mechanism, PPM, which are rules and procedures for filling a 

claim. In these situations, the provider should present in a clear way the subject, which normally end in 

a very detail and sophisticated descriptions of the service and becomes useless for the patient to decide 

what is better. In some situation the insurance may not guarantee a specific treatment and the patient 
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does not even know of that. 

The principal drivers of these cases are the complexity and range of medical services, the corresponding 

systems for payment and finance, the limited attention and investigation in physical control claims and 

the asymmetry in information between the medical professional, the patient and the payers of the health 

care. 

b. Unexpected High Costs: 

In this typology providers claim unexpected high costs for treatments that are significantly higher than 

the average value of costs for that claim. Normally providers take advantage of the lack of healthcare 

understanding from the patient increasing the total costs of the medical situation, due to extra services 

provided. 

c. Ghost Claims: 

In this fraud, providers declare a claim, however there was no patient in the real claim. Both provider 

and patient are involved in this typology of fraud. The provider, because simulates the medical situation, 

and the patient, because is in conform the report of the medical provider. The objective is to obtain 

income from the insurance companies that cannot control effectively of the claim really took place. 

In this category are also considered as fraudulent situations, cases in which the patient in the claim uses 

the insurance of another person. In this scenario the insurance company has to pay for the claim, 

however the patient represented by the insurance company was not the patient in the claim. Both 

provider and patient may have benefit from this fraud. 

3. Providers and Industry Fraud:  

a. Procurement Corruption: 

This typology is related with pharmaceutical industries and medical device companies when some 

contract is performed with the healthcare providers. In this scenario, brides can be offered to individual 

agents, such as money, leisure and trips and favouring relatives, or in another perspective to medical 

institutions, in which brides can be money, conference participation, free supply of materials and other 

kind of nonmonetary gifts. 

The main drivers of procurement corruption are patent products, close relationship between providers 

and industry, high stake involved and sophistication of the product, in the matter that few people can 

judge offers technically. 

There are two types of procurement corruption, the isolated procurement corruption and the systematic 

procurement corruption. The first is done on a company-procurement officer basis, in which a very 

limited number of people are involved. The second the corruption system is bigger involving even some 

political function of the state. The system is so deeply corrupted that even the controlled entities are 

corrupt. 

b. Misuse of (high) level positions: 

This typology connects high-level political parties and administrative positions that are actively related 
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to corruption cases. These entities are normally directly involved with the industry or healthcare system. 

There is not always a direct link between the corrupt interaction and the desired outcome, which makes 

these cases extremely difficult to proof.  Regulators, political parties, industry and healthcare providers 

are the principal entities involved in this typology. 

Naturally, the main drives in these situations are economic interests and seek of political power. To 

conduct the corrupt practice, the high-level entities use representative, also known as “white horse”, in 

order to maintain a certain distance from the suspicious actions. Normally are also used special 

companies and bank accounts to prevent detection. 

c. Fraud and embezzlement of medicines and medical devices:  

This typology is related with health care providers, in this case doctors, pharmacists and other technical 

personal, which have special access to medicine and medical facilities that are meant to be use. 

However, instead of being used with the initial propose, they are exposed as private business or sold 

overseas in health system with other regulations. 

These professionals normally have influence on how and when these drugs are used and from whom. 

Normally this practice involves tinkering with documents and reports on availability of medicines, number 

of patient and other variables that are easily manipulated. 

The main driver of this type of fraud is the lack of control by the responsible organization. The health 

care providers interfere with stock and number of patient. Subsequently have access to medical 

facilities, changing the suppose destiny of these products. 

4. Industry and Regulators Fraud: 

a. Improper Marketing Relations: 

This corruption cases involve the pharmaceutical and medical device industries with the healthcare 

providers and healthcare regulators. The industries influence the healthcare entities in order to obtain a 

bigger use of their products. The money from pharmaceutical companies and the influence it buys is 

integrated with the way the healthcare sector works. In one hand, industries collaborate with doctors to 

finance new investigations. In the other hand, healthcare providers promote their products. 

The marketing relations between these two agents is usually created through money and gifts, different 

kind of hospitalities, (such as conferences, dinner, meetings) or sponsoring some research.  

The principal drivers of this typology are the shortfalls and restrictions on the budget of healthcare 

services, the minor deterrent effects of legal sanctions and the lack of framework on issues like 

economic power of pharmaceutical and medical device companies. 
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Figure 3: Typologies of Corruption 

2.5 Detection of Fraud and Corruption in Healthcare 

Nowadays, the detection of fraud uses both the Statistics approaches and the Machine Learning 

methods to combat fraud. The use of this two methods are commonly called of Data Mining in which are 

explored the artificial intelligence attributes to understand data and then they are compared using a 

statistic method. However, Data Mining is becoming a multidisciplinary filed, which combines not only 

statistics and machine learning techniques, but also visualization, information science and database 

technology. 

The methods to detect fraud and corruption in healthcare have three different classifications. Supervised 

methods, used when historical data is available, Unsupervised methods, used when there is no historical 

data, and Hybrid method, which combines both the Supervised and the Unsupervised methods. 

Frequently, supervised methods in healthcare use specific healthcare rules and statistical studies to 

classify the situations. In the other hand, the unsupervised groups cases with similar characteristics. An 

example of Supervised and Unsupervised learning methods is presented in the Figure 4. Usually Hybrid 

methods uses Unsupervised methods to improve the performance of the Supervised method.  

After the methods to detect fraud and corruption are presented three technical adjustments, which 
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improve the algorithms efficiency by interpreting healthcare situation and adapt the models to its needs. 

In Table 1 is presented a resume of the different fraud detection methods distinguishing the type of 

detection, the method of detection and the fraudulent behaviour in case. 

 

Figure 4: Supervised and Unsupervised Learning Example 

 

2.5.1 Supervised Methods 

Neural Networks 

Under the machine-learning methods, there is Artificial Neural Networks  [5] [6] [14]. It is inspired on the 

animals’ biological nervous system, the brain, when it processes information. It is manly composed by 

highly connected elements, just like neurones, that work together to solve the problem. Neural Networks 

are especially useful because they can handle big amount of data and complex structures with no linear 

relationships. 

Some of the nodes receive scalar data from other nodes and transform the information to a single output 

signal. The interconnections are weighted and the weights are tuneable. This method is clearly useful 

for detection of fraud in healthcare, due to its enormous variable and quantity of data [23]. This method 

also tolerates noisy data [12]. 

Neural networks classify practice profiles of general practitioners in order to reduce the inconsistence 

of experts’ classifications due to subjectivity. Normally, for data classification, Neural Networks uses 

three layers: Input layer, hidden layer and output layer. In the hidden layer, nodes receive a weighted 

sum of the input variables and transform the sum in an output signal, having in account a certain 

threshold. The output layer nodes convert the signal from the hidden layer into a classification signal. 

Then Neural Network establish a relationship between the input and output data.  
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Besides all the advantages, the common concerns on Neural Networks are overfitting and small training 

sample size with large number of features. The first, overfitting, produces a small error on the training 

dataset but a much larger error when are added new inputs. The second lead to high variance between 

different runs in the Neural Network. Healthcare data is principally sensitive to overfitting because there 

are much more cases of legitimate cases than fraudulent ones. 

One way to solve the overfitting problem is to add a weight delay to the error function for training a 

Neural Network. This strategy intends to achieve a tradeoff between the training error and the complexity 

of the Neural Network. Another way to solve the overfitting problem is the early stopping technique, 

where are used to different dataset. The first is to update the weights and biases points, the other, is to 

stop training when the network begins to overfit data [15] [24]. 

To control the variance problem, it was applied a committed of individual training instead of only one in 

the Neural Network. In average the variance decrease successfully from 8% of variance to 1.8% of 

variance. 

The Neural Networks is a complex method of machine learning and normally it is hard to understand 

how it works. There are still few approaches to handle overfitting and normally there are too many 

parameters to be tuned.  

Decision Tree 

Another machine learning technique is using decision tree for the identification of services providers’ 

fraud, detecting insurance subscribers’ fraud and for planning audit strategies in fraud detection  [5] [14]. 

Decision trees maps information by several classifiers following politics such as minimizing false 

positives, minimizing false negatives and achieve a tradeoff between false positives and false negatives. 

Minimizing false positives is minimizing wasteful cost for unnecessary fraud investigation, and 

minimizing false negative is maximizing detection ability. On the other hand, Decision Tree also use 

adaptive boosting in order to reduce misclassifications errors. This method produces a set of classifiers 

and votes on them to classify cases  [6] [15]. The various classifiers are constructed sequentially, with 

each focused on those training cases that have been misclassified by previous classifiers.  

It was also applied a divide-and-conquer technique to detect insurance subscribers’ fraud [25]. First all 

insurance subscribers’ profiles are divided into groups. Then, a Decision Tree is built for each group and 

converted to a set of rules. To finish, each rule is evaluated according to its significance through 

statistics.  

 Decision trees are a good approach to detect fraud in healthcare because of its simplicity in the 

interpretation of the results and its ability to both generate rules from the tree and handling missing 

values. However, exists too many rules generated for large dimensional databases and few adjustable 

parameters available. 

Logistic Regression 

In healthcare the Logistic Regression used to detect fraud are binary logistic regressions, where the 

classification variable can be true/false, for a model, or success/failure, for a treatment [5]. The logistic 
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regression measures the relation between the depended variables and the independent variables by 

estimating probabilities using a logistic function. 

It has defined a probability that a given institution is operating lawfully and can be defined the “odds 

ratio” for a fraudulent and non-fraudulent institutions. The logistic regression function has the advantage 

of being easily interpreted. 

Bayesian Network 

A Bayesian Network is a directed acyclic graph that consists of a set of random variables [7] [23]. The 

nodes, that compose the Bayesian Network, are connected by an arrow, which conceptually is the 

influence that a node has in the other. This means that the Bayesian Network represents the 

dependence between the different variables. To each node is associated a conditional probability table 

that quantifies the effect of the parent nodes.  

Combined Genetic Algorithm (GA) and K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN) 

This combined method uses genetic algorithm to discover the optimal weighting of the feature used to 

classify general practitioners practice profiles and then uses them in the KNN algorithm to identify the 

nearest neighbour practice profile [26]. To determine the practice profile is used both the majority rule 

and the Bayesian rule. The genetic algorithm improves the efficiency of the KNN algorithm by finding in 

a very efficient way the near optimal set of weights.  

The performance of KNN algorithm is influenced by three factors: Distance metric used to locate nearest 

neighbours, the decision rule used to derive a classification from neighbour and by the number of 

neighbour used to classify the new sample.  

KNN uses two decision rules to classify of a new case, Bayes rule and majority rule. With the first, uses 

the Bayes rule to classify the sample, with the second, a new sample is assigned the classification held 

by the majority of its nearest neighbours. 

The genetic algorithm searches for the near optimal solution in a multi-dimensional feature space. In the 

population, each individual contains n floating numbers representing weights. The three genetic 

operators work to achieve this goal. The first, Selection, choses only two individuals from the population 

to produce two offspring for the next generation. These two offspring replace the two least optimal ones. 

Then comes the second stage, Crossover, is used to select the parameter values from the two parents, 

after it two new individuals were formed using both parents, which had been selected in the selection 

process. The final stage, Mutation, uses the two offspring formed and perturb the selected values in 

small ways upward and downward. The weight value is associated with a certain probability of being 

changed.   

Support Vector Machines (SVM) 

This supervised method in machine learning analyses data in order to recognize patters [7] [27] . Support 

Vector Machines is a Kernel method, class of algorithms for pattern analysis, which represents the 

similarity between two objects representing then in a dot in a vector space. The method constructs a 

linear discriminating function that separates two classes from support vector that are formed by the 
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selection of a small number of critical boundary instances.  

SVM do not need a large training dataset and the training converges to a unique global solution. SVM 

constructs a hyperplane in a high dimensional space, which can be used to both, classification or linear 

regression. 

Some studies suggest that Support Vector Machines perform better than Neural Networks because it 

needs less parameter to achieve the same accuracy. SVM work with a larger, transformed version of 

the feature space and find a maximum margin hyperplane that separates two classes of the data.  

2.5.2 Unsupervised Methods 

 

Self-Organizing Map (SOM) 

A SOM is a derivation of Neural Network but trained using an unsupervised learning method [7] [28]. It 

is applied to general practitioner’s database to create unbiased subdivision of general practitioners’ 

practices for a more effective monitoring test ordering. SOM provides a topology preserving mapping 

from the high dimensional space to map units. Points in the map that are near to each other, in the input 

space, are mapped to nearby map units in the SOM. 

SOMs can be applied on large complex set, so it can be implemented to detect fraud and corruption in 

healthcare. The SOM approach is composed by a four multilayers model: 1. Initial selection of data set. 

2. Conversion of data from symbolic to numerical data set, through a normal distribution mechanism 

based on frequency. 3. Implementation of SOM. 4. A layer of further review and decision making, if the 

extent of suspicious activity exceeds a certain threshold value that transaction can be sent for review.   

SOM method helps detecting hidden patterns of the transactions, which cannot be identified to the other 

traditional method. Some studies suggest that Unsupervised methods, like this, are better than 

Supervised methods. Supervised methods are based on prior data knowledge, surely needs and 

external teacher. However, Unsupervised methods do not cluster the data but provide a ranking on the 

list of all segments. 

Electronic fraud detection (EFD) 

EFD is an expert system assisting in detecting service providers’ fraud [7] [14] [22]. This method 

searches in the health insurance claims for likely fraud. EFD applies ruled-based method of two levels 

[6]. The first, integrates expert knowledge with statistical information assessment in order to identify 

cases of unusual provider behaviour. The second validates the rules by a set of known fraud cases. 

New rules are created by fuzzy logic from validation results, and improve the system. After the ruled-

based method, each provider behaviour is compared to that of its peers. If the provider stands out from 

the mainstream it is recognized as the suspicious fraudulent service provider.  

SmartSifter 

This method uses a probabilistic model to represent the underlying data-generating mechanism [6]. It 

uses a histogram to represent probability distribution of the variables. To join a new case, the method 
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upgrades the probabilistic model by employing a Sequentially Discounting Expectation and Maximizing 

algorithm, SDLE algorithm, to learn the probability distributions of the categorical and continuous 

variables. The score given to the new case is based on the changes of measure of the last probabilistic 

model. In the case that the new case has a high score, it indicates that it can be a case of fraud. 

Clustering Analysis 

The Cluster analysis divides data into groups, normally called of clusters, depending on its similitudes 

[7]. The objects inside the groups may be similar but very dissimilar to objects in the others clusters. In 

fact, Clustering can be formulated as a multi-objective optimization problem. The distance function, 

density threshold and the number of expected clusters normally influence the arguments for the division 

into clusters. 

In the case that a new input is completely dissimilar from the observation in the clusters it is considerate 

an outlier, and related to suspicious fraud behaviour. This method can be used to discover structures in 

data without providing an explanation or interpolations. This means that Cluster Analysis discovers 

structures in data without the explanation of why they exist.   

 

2.5.3 Hybrid Methods 

 

SOM and Neural Networks 

The principals of the two methods are identical [7] [28]. After some experimental results, the conclusions 

were that both methods had good performances even working in different ways. The idea of this method 

is to combine the Supervised and the Unsupervised in neural networks approach. The training data is 

initially divided into four classes indicating different possibilities of fraud. After applied the Neural 

Network method, SOM was employed to refine the training data.  The classifications used were both the 

ones obtained by the SOM method and the ones given by domain experts. 

Clustering Analysis and Decision Tree 

This method, developed to detect insurance subscribers’ fraud, have a divide and conquer strategy 

separated in three steps [6]. The first is develops a raw and unsupervised clustering of insurance 

subscribers’ profile. The second creates a decision tree for each group and then converted into a set of 

rules. The third evaluates each rule by establishing a mapping from the rule to a measure of its 

significance using summary statistics. This method has the advantage of reducing the rules generated 

by the decision tree. 
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Table 1: Resume of Healthcare Fraud Detection Methods (Source: [7]) 

Type 
Methods Fraudulent Behavior 

 

 

 

Supervised 

 Method 

Neural Networks Service Providers’ Fraud 

Insurance Subscribers’ Fraud 

Decision Tree  Service Providers’ Fraud 

 Insurance Subscribers’ Fraud 

Genetic Algorithm & KNN Service Providers’ Fraud 

Rule-based Classifier & BN Insurance Subscribers’ Fraud 

 

 

 

Unsupervised  

Methods 

SOM Service Providers’ Fraud 

Association Rules Insurance Subscribers’ Fraud 

Rule-based Method Service Providers’ Fraud 

Finite Mixture Model Insurance Subscribers’ Fraud 

Clustering Service Providers’ Fraud 

Subjective Utility Model Insurance Subscribers’ Fraud 

Hybrid  

Methods 

SOM & Neural Networks Service Providers’ Fraud 

Clustering & Decision Tree Insurance Subscribers’ Fraud 

 

2.5.4 Technical Adjustments 

In this section are presented smooth techniques applied in healthcare detection of fraud and corruption 

system. This technical adjustment helps to tune the methods of detection of fraud above mentioned. 

Normally these adjustments are used as policies for the formation of rules or to influence in the weight 

of a specific variable. This approach can be considered as the medical approximation of the problem, 

with the will of improving the algorithm, it gives some important information about the typical behaviours 

on the healthcare system.  

Clinical Path 

This concept is important and normally receives especial attention from managers in large hospital. 

Clinical path, exemplified in Figure 5, are defined as multidisciplinary care plans, in which diagnosis and 

therapeutic intervention are performed by physicians, nurses and other staff for a particular diagnosis 

or procedure [29]. Clinical path agents are physician orders, clinical industry and local standards of care.  

The clinical path helps the algorithm to take decisions and select the right rules to apply This approach 

increases efficiency and enables best practice reducing rework and resource waste. The use of the 

specific information of each medical processing increase the detail information of each claim, enabling 

the creation of better criteria’s in order to classify the claims as fraudulent or not.  In another hand, a 
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care activity is very likely to be fraudulent if it orders is suspiciously. Clinical path can also be used as a 

filter to eliminate redundant and irrelevant information.  

 

 

Figure 5: Example of Clinical Path (Source: [22]) 

Implicitly Based on Subjective Utility Model 

This technique takes in count the distance that beneficiaries travel to get health care services [7]. When 

this distance passes a certain threshold, the case is considered suspicious. This method assumes two 

attributes, distance between beneficiaries and providers address, and, expected quality of services and 

utility of the beneficiary. The distance is calculated based on the distance that a beneficiary may travel 

per day and the zip code region to the centroid of the provider’s zip code.  

Geo-Location Clustering 

This technique, summarized in Figure 6, proposes a clustering model considering the geo-location 

information of both the beneficiary and the provider to identify cases of fraud [7]. When a beneficiary 

travels a long distance to obtain healthcare services this may imply fraud. Although long travel distances 

may happen when the quality of service is better in a certain area or when a specific service is not 

provided in the area.    

The methodology Geo-Location Clustering is divided into three step. Initially, the cluster analyses the 

data according to the claim payment amount and the distance between beneficiary and service provider. 

The information in the dataset is selected and coded to preserve privacy issues. In the following, the 

distances between beneficiaries and service providers are calculated. Claims are classified according 

to principal diagnose and then, the three diagnoses most common are select and payment amount is 

considered in the analytic model. Finally, the three datasets are analysed according to payment amount 

and the distance.  The three clusters subset the information according to payment amount and distance, 

comparing the results. 

The models applied, however, do not take into account the type of fraud. Cases such us the use of 

other’s person beneficiary identification card or schemes of agreements between providers and 

beneficiaries to take advantage of such way are not considered in this method.   
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Figure 6: Summary on Geo-location Clustering Technique (Source: [7]) 

2.6 Other Areas of Detection of Fraud 

Fraud detection techniques have been developed in other industries [30]. The main problem remains 

the same, deal in an efficient way with large quantities of data. Industries such as Credit Card fraud 

detection and Telecommunication fraud detection have had a huge importance in the development of 

antifraud techniques. The Figure 7 shows the different types of fraud and provides a visual scenario of 

the antifraud areas. 
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Figure 7: A Taxonomy of Frauds and Fraud Detection Techniques (Source: [31]) 

 

The methods applied in each scenario are normally common, this means that developments made under 

one subject may also be applied in other if the specifics parameters were adjusted to the situation. For 

instance, many of the credit card detection fraud techniques, in data learning matters, are applied to 

healthcare fraud detection methods. The cooperation between all the different fraud detection services 

is an important issue in an anti-fraud worldwide movement and in the improvement of fraud detection 

methods. 
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Chapter 3 

Architecture 

3 Architecture 

This chapter presents the architecture of the model to implement. Initially is presented a sequence of 

steps to follow during the application of this method of detection of fraud and corruption in healthcare. 

In the following, the Genetic Algorithm is detailed and the main steps of it specified.  
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3.1 Sequential Method to Implement 

The architecture of this model to detect fraud and abuse in healthcare follows a sequential method, 

based in “Holistic Approach to Fraud Management in Health Insurance” by S. Furlan and M. Bajec  [12], 

which developed a system distinguishing clearly the different activities in fraud management and their 

relations. The method is divided is six stages, each with specific functions and objectives to achieve, 

that have to be applied in the designed Genetic Algorithm.  

The developed software was designed to detected suspicious cases of fraud and corruption in 

healthcare, using confirmed cases of fraud and corruption already detect. The algorithm will understand 

the characteristics of each fraud type and detect similar cases the healthcare database. It may also 

detect new fraudulent situations considering new characteristics founded in the correlation of different 

types of fraud. 

This architecture starts much early than the application of the Genetic Algorithm, which is the main focus 

in this master thesis, because detection of fraud is just efficient if all the areas work together. The Figure 

8 is a simple representation of the algorithm architecture. 

 

Figure 8: Simplified Algorithm Structure 

1. Deterrence 

This section is related with the dissuasion of fraud behaviour in healthcare service. This step is important 

to spread the idea that fraud is not correct and that it is difficult to preform it, due to the defence 

mechanism that healthcare system have to prevent fraud and abuse. 

AICPA, American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, developed a system, called fraud triangle, 

which consists in three condition in order to prevent fraud: Incentive/pressure, opportunity and rationale. 

With the reduction of one of these three conditions, reasons for fraud and abuse are substantially 

reduced. 

There are two main goals in this stage. First, reduce the opportunities for committing fraud. Second, 

minimize the fraudster’s subjective rationale for committing fraud.  

2. Prevention 

As it was referred in the chapter 2, prevention is related with the detection of fraud before it happens. 

The difference between prevention and detection is that the data is not yet available. Prevention avoids 

costs related with the fraud itself, detection process and with the sanction of de occurrence. 

The objective of this stage is obviously stop fraud earlier. This practice may sometimes be difficult to 

preform, which normally leads to adjusts in the regulation making fraud more difficult to occur. 
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3. Detection 

The detection is divided is four intermediary stages. Data acquisition, Data preparation, Genetic 

Algorithm application and validations of the results. The first, is the acquisition of the healthcare 

database. The second, is a preparation of the available data before its introduction in the main database, 

that is going to be used by the Genetic Algorithm. The Genetic Algorithm will analyse the database and 

process it. The goal is, obviously, to detect suspicions cases and irregularities in the database, which is 

the function of the last stage, validation.  

There are three main goals in detection: Effective detection of fraud, adaption of the Genetic Algorithm 

to different scenarios and interpretation of the irregularity in data found after the application of the 

Genetic Algorithm. 

4. Investigation 

After the detection of a suspicious case, by the Genetic Algorithm, the data is delivered to the 

responsible authorities to be analysed by domain experts. In this stage, the claim can be close, in the 

case that were not found enough evidences to confirm the suspicious case, or can be initiated the normal 

accusation process. 

The main objective of investigation is the efficient distinguish of the real fraud cases from the false alarm 

ones. Domain experts make the evaluation of the situation and separate the two scenarios 

5. Sanctions and Redress 

After the responsible entities confirm the suspicious cases, the process is taken to prosecution section. 

The final result can be both, the sanction of the agents involved or the redress of the anomaly founded 

in the system, in the case that it is technically legal.  

There are two objectives in this stage: Boost the persecution efficiency through data and knowledge 

sharing and carry out the appropriate steps for redress. 

6. Monitoring 

The final stage is related with the control and interconnection of all the stages above mentioned. The 

detection of fraud in healthcare is only efficient if all the stages work in a correct way. 

The main objective of the stage is to monitor counter-fraud efforts in order to reduce fraud and detection 

in healthcare.  

3.2 Algorithm Preparation 

The algorithm approach that will be used in this thesis to detect fraud and abuse in healthcare system 

is, as mention before, Genetic Algorithms, [26] [32]. This is an evolutionary algorithm, which aim to 

obtain better solutions as time progresses. The objective of this model is to detect whether any fraud 

has been occurred or not [33]. 

The application of this Genetic Algorithm is divided in seven steps in order detect situations of fraud and 
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abuse effectively. These principals were mainly based on “Genetic algorithms for credit card fraud” by 

S.Vats, S.K.Dubey and N.K.Pandey [35], which approaches the application of Genetic Algorithms to 

detected credit card fraud. 

1. The initial population is selected randomly from the sample space, which has many populations; 

2. A fitness value is calculated for each chromosome in each population and is sorted out; 

3. Selection process, where two parent chromosomes are selected through the tournament 

method; 

4. The Crossover forms new offspring from the parent chromosomes using single point probability; 

5. Mutation is applied in the new offspring using uniform probability measure; 

6. The elitism selection choses the best solution and passed it to the further generation; 

7. The new population is generated and undergoes the same process it maximum number of 

generations is reached; 

The objective is to get final populations with only cases that are considered fraudulent for the algorithm. 

The four more complex steps in the approach: Sample Space, Selection, Crossover and Mutation, are 

explained in the following. The flowchart in Figure 9, inspired in “Automatic Bank Fraud Detection Using 

Support Vector Machines” by D. Abdelhamid, S. Khaoula and O. Atika [27], describes the algorithm 

logic, from the healthcare databases until the processing of the results of the Genetic Algorithms. 

  

   Figure 9: Flowchart of the Algorithm Structure 

Observing Figure 9, from the two Data Bases are created two samples, training and test, both with 

legitimate and fraudulent claims. In the following, the samples are organized according to the three main 

areas, claims patients and providers’ perspectives. On the three sets, taking from the training samples, 

is applied one specific GA to each. The criteria generated by the three GAs is then applied to the three 

sets generated by the test sample. At this point, the three test sets have the situations classified as 
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fraudulent or legitimate. These results are correlated generating seven different classifiers, further 

explained in section Chromosome Description. The situations classified as fraudulent are then manual 

verified in order to evaluate the performance of the Algorithm.  

3.2.1 Data Generator 

It is very hard to have access to real world Healthcare data. The confidentiality of the relevant data is 

considerable important and both, governmental and private institutions, that were contacted for the 

development of this research, did not provide any information for the test of the developed algorithm. 

While the negotiations with the governmental healthcare institutions were progressing, the need of a 

data-base to test and upgrade the algorithm forced the creation of a Data Generator based on a research 

of the available information [26] [35] [36]. The principally objective of the Data Generator is to obtain 

different healthcare claim situations, as similar as possible to a real healthcare database. 

The Data Generator is composed by information that was taken from claims. This information is split in 

three main areas, patient information, service provider information and the information produced in the 

claim by the patient and the provider, represented in Table 2. The patient residence field, the payment 

source field and the patient risk field were mainly inspired on [7], [37] and [38] respectively. 

Patient information: 

 Patient ID: Identifies the patient with a single identification number in order to maintain his 

confidentiality; 

 Patient Residence: In a range from 1 to 5, this field classifies the distance from the patient residence 

until the hospital where the claim took place; 

 Patient Age: 

 Patient Gender: Male or Female; 

 Source of payment: Classifies the type of payment performed by the patient. The type of payment 

is organized according to: A (Government program); B (Insurance mechanism); C (Self-pay); D (No 

charge [free, charity, special research, teaching]); E (Other) 

Provider Information: 

 Provider ID: Identifies the provider with a single identification number in order to maintain his 

confidentiality; 

 Provider Residence: In a range from 1 to 5, this field classifies the distance from the provider 

residence until the hospital where the claim took place; 

Claim Information: 

 Patient Cost: Value corresponds to the costs of the claim supported by the patient; 

 Insurance Cost: Value corresponds to the costs of the claim supported by the insurance company 

that sponsors the patient; 

 Patient Risk In: In a range from P1 to P5 the field classifies the risk of life of the patient, immediately 

before the claim takes place. The risk classification is organized according to: P1 - Normal healthy 

patient. P2 - Patients with mild systemic disease. P3 - Patients with mild systemic diseases. P4 - 
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Patient with severe systemic diseases that is a constant threat to life. P5 - Moribund patients who 

are not expected to survive without the operation) [38]; 

 Patient Risk Out: In a range from P1 to P5 the field classifies the risk of life of the patient, after the 

claim took place. Uses the same classification presented in the patient risk in; 

 Medicine ID: Identifies the medicine administrated to the patient; 

 Medicine Cost: Information about the total price of the medicine; 

 Medicine Quantity: Information about the quantity of medicine; 

 DRG Code: Diagnosis Related Group, provides information about the classification of the hospital 

case. The specific DRG codes used are explain in the paragraph below; 

 Hospital: Information about the institutions where the claim took place; 

 Service Charged: Costs related with treatments or analyses performed in the claim;  

 Disposition: Information about the continuity of the treatment. It’s the plan for continuing health care 

of a patient. 

 Date: Information about the date and hour of the end of the claim; 

Table 2: Information of the Medical Claims 

 Patient Information Provider Information Claim Information 

Patient ID Provider ID Patient Cost 

Patient Residence Provider Residence Insurance Cost 

Patient Age  Patient Risk In 

Patient Gender  Patient Rik Out 

Source of Payment  Medicine ID 

  Medicine Cost 

  Medicine Quantity 

  DRG Code 

  Hospital 

  Serviced Charged 

  Disposition 

  Date 
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The objective of the data generator is to simulate real healthcare situation, for that purpose, the data 

must be as real as possible. However, healthcare information is too large and detail to explore with a 

data generator, so it was defined that we were going to explore only four hospital cases, distinguished 

by the respective DRG code.  

According to the list of diagnosis related groups (DRGS), FY2008, from centres for Medicare and 

Medicaid Services [39], were selected as C01 the major pulmonary procedures (DRGS between 175 

and 208), C02 the major cardiac procedures (DRGS between 216 and 236), C03 the stomach and 

gastro procedures (DRGS between 326 and 395), and C04 the kidney and urinary tract procedures 

(DRGS between 652 and 700). Claims related with C01 are normally observe by specialist in 

pneumatology, C02 by a cardiologist, C03 by a gastroenterologist and C04 by a urologist. 

Major pulmonary procedures include pulmonary embolism, respiratory infections, respiratory 

neoplasms, major chest trauma, pleural effusion, pulmonary oedema, simple pneumonia, 

pneumothorax, bronchitis, asthma and other respiratory system diagnoses. Major cardiac procedures 

include cardiac valve, cardiac defibrillator implant, coronary bypass and other cardiothoracic 

procedures. Major stomach and gastro procedures include stomach, oesophageal, duodenal, bowel, 

rectal resection, peritoneal adhesiolysis, appendectomy and other digestive system procedures. Major 

kidney and urinary tract procedures include kidney transplant, bladder procedures, kidney/ ureter 

procedures for neoplasm, prostatectomy, transurethral procedures, urethral procedures, renal failure 

and other kidney and urinary tract diagnoses. 

Both the patient and provider resident have a range from 1 to 5. The objective is to globally classify the 

distance that the patient or the provider does from its residence until the place where the claim took 

place. In a real application the distance between the residence and the place of the claim can be easily 

calculated, having both variable correctly discriminated. The specific separation of classes from 1 to 5 

was not specified mainly because the issue, in this algorithm, is to study the effect of this variable in the 

behaviour of a claim and not the correct classification of this specific variable. 

3.2.2 Claim Format 

The Claim format chosen to generate the data was based on the papers [6] and [7]. This is the simpler 

approach to healthcare system and allows the acquisition of both, patient and provider, information, as 

well as the claim itself, directly. In another perspective, it’s possible to correlate information and form 

generalist information, such as claims per hospital or the number of prescriptions provided in a period. 

The random choices that had to be taken in the generation were always manage in order to create a 

trusty database. In the majority of the situations, for example, the age of the patient, the random election 

of the value took into consideration the usual situations observed in the healthcare system. Weren’t 

used specific statistical studies, neither demographic studies to elaborate the database, first because 

the data generator was not the main purpose of the master thesis, and second because a certain 

unpredictably of the database obliges the creation of an algorithm more adaptive. In the end the data 

generated is rich in variety but is also to possible to observe obvious tendencies for everyone who is 
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dealing with healthcare. 

The generation of a claim is initialized by the random decision of the patient ID, in which the possible 

range of the patient ID depends on the size of the population. Large populations with small range of 

patient ID will increase the number of claim per patient, which is an important fact in fraud scenarios, 

introduced in the chapter 4. In the following is randomly selected the DRG code, the purpose of the 

claim. At this moment is possible to influence the data generated based on statistical studies [6] [17], 

and adapt the data generator with specific information of this type of claim.  Patient Age, Patient gender, 

are randomly generated, and the patient residence follow a nonlinear distribution, where closer 

distances are more probable than longer distance. The Source of payment is randomly selected giving 

preference to the typical means of payment (A - Government Program and B – Insurance Program) [37]. 

The provider information is directly related with the DRG code [39]. Each provider as one only DRG 

specialty and work in only one of the available hospitals. The provider residence is randomly generated, 

just like the patient residence described above. 

The costs taken by the patient and by the insurance, depends on the type of claim and in the type of 

payment, i.e., if the all the DRG code have different costs and if the Source of payment is C – Self 

payment, there are non-Insurance costs.  The patient risk is generated by a hyperbolic distribution; the 

low risk situations are more frequent then the high risk ones for each claim.   

The medicines prescript in the claim follow a Gaussian distribution as well as the quantity administrated. 

The disposition probability is 40%, i.e., the patient as a probability of returning to the hospital, because 

of that concern, of 40%. The probability presented have the specific purpose of improving the quality of 

the generations. This value was chosen with natural sensitivity, observing the effects on the final 

database, in which a considerable number of patients continues the treatment.   

The corruption cases are separately added to the data base and can be tune for different scenarios. Is 

possible to identify if the claim is fraudulent or not by the patient ID. Patients with patient ID higher than 

5000 are the only patients in which the claim is fraudulent. The number 5000 was chosen considering 

the average size of the populations and the average number of different patients, which was never 

higher than the 5000. In the database both the organized by general claims and by patient, the patient 

id is an evident feature, and so is possible to identify if the claim is fraudulent or not. In the providers’ 

situation the patient is not evident. In this situation a special flag is added to each register, indicating if 

the provider as committed fraud or not. 

Each fraudulent situation is created singularly to simulate a fraudulent situation. If, at least one features, 

is modified to become fraudulent, the all claim is considered to be fraudulent. In the claim, the specific 

fraudulent feature is not represented. However, the claim (composed by the set of features), is clearly 

represented as fraudulent, just like described in the paragraph above. The fraudulent situations explored 

in this research are explain in the chapter 4.   

The data generator can, indeed, always be upgraded. There are different strategies of generations, 

some dedicated to the profile of the patient, others dedicated to situation of the claims. This approach 

of generator of claims, with a random initialization on the patient ID as the advantages of modelling the 
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claim according to a specific patient, enabling studies such as patient habits or the tendency of claims 

cases. In the other hand, the provider as less detail, and habits or tendencies related with the provider 

behaviour were not taken into consideration.  

Is important to mention once again that the objective of the data generator is to obtain different claim 

scenarios, as closer to real situation as possible. The value of the variables itself wasn’t the main 

purpose, but the variance of the value of the variables. The algorithm, further explained, was designed 

to understand the data in general situations, and indeed, the algorithm works with both real or generated 

data in the same way. Variable related with costs or distance can have values without real application, 

however the algorithm will understand the value and correlated with the available data. 

3.2.3 Organization of Data 

Before the application of the genetic algorithm the data must be organized and correlated. The objective 

of this section is to adapt the information and improve the algorithm performance in a pre-stage. 

The data organization is divided in four steps: The first, goal setting, is the detection of fraud performed 

by patient or provider. The second, data cleaning, will filter only the information that is useful for the 

determine objective. In this case, the data is generated so all the variables were simulated with a specific 

purpose and data cleaning is not a direct priority. Third, handling missing values, once again this was 

not a priority because the data is simulated. And at last, data transformation. In this section the claims 

are grouped in three areas, individual claims, patient claims and provider claims.  

The patient claims and the provider claims are the aggrupation of the claims by each patient and 

provider, respectively. This approach enables the correlation of information, such as number of claims 

per patient/provider, which increases the number of variables to explore. 

The final objective is the application of the genetic algorithm to these three areas and study the 

correlation of the cases that are considered fraud. This approach will reduce the number false positive 

alarms.  The three tables below, Table 3, Table 4 and Table 5, are examples of the database in the 

three different perspectives, claims, patient and provider. These databases are going to be used for 

each one of the GA to train and test the chromosomes.
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Table 3: Example of the Claims Database 

Ind.  name Example 1 Example 2 Example 3 Example 4 

Pat. ID 141 50 143 119 

Pat. Resi. 5.0 3.0 5.0 2.0 

Age 25.0 91.0 54.0 37.0 

Gend. M F F F 

Sour. Pay. E C A A 

Pat. Cos. 36 111 25 28 

Ins. Cos. 68 0 74 65 

Pat. R. In P2 P1 P3 P2 

Pat. R. Out P2 P3 P2 P2 

Pro. ID 415 204 204 206 

Pro. Resi. 1.0 3.0 3.0 1.0 

Med. ID M04 M01 M05 M02 

Med. Cos. 188 48 342 75 

Med. Quan. 4 4 6 3 

DRG C04 C01 C01 C02 

Hospital I04 I02 I02 I02 

Serv. Char. 51 0 0 50 

Dispo. Yes No Yes No 

Date 
03/01/2014 

 00:40 

03/01/2014  

05:18 

03/01/2014 

 11:17 

04/01/2014  

18:37 

 

 

Table 4: Example of the Patient Database 

Ind.  name Example 1 Example 2 Example 3 Example 4 

Pat. ID 50.0 143.0 85.0 213.0 

Pat. Resi. 5.0 5.0 3.0 1.0 

Age 91.0 54.0 65.0 81.0 

Gend. F F F F 

Num. Clai. 2.0 6.0 4.0 5.0 

Sour. Pay. [0, 1, 1, 0, 0] [2, 1, 2, 0, 1] [1, 2, 1, 0, 0] [1, 0, 2, 2, 0] 

Pat. Cos. 138.0 347.0 212.0 287.0 

Ins. Cos. 67.0 293.0 220.0 374.0 

Pat. R. In [1, 1, 0, 0, 0] [1, 1, 4, 0, 0] [0, 3, 1, 0, 0] [2, 1, 1, 1, 0] 

Pat. R. Out [0, 1, 1, 0, 0] [0, 2, 4, 0, 0] [0, 2, 2, 0, 0] [1, 3, 1, 0, 0] 

Med. ID [4, 0, 2, 0, 0] [1, 0, 3, 2, 11] [10, 0, 1, 0, 3] [17, 2, 0, 0, 0] 

Med. Cos. 122.0 810.0 317.0 316.0 

Med. Quan. 6.0 17.0 14.0 19.0 

DRG [2, 0, 0, 0, 0] [1, 3, 2, 0, 0] [0, 1, 2, 1, 0] [1, 2, 1, 1, 0] 

Hospital [0, 2, 0, 0, 0] [0, 4, 0, 1, 1] [1, 1, 1, 0, 1] [2, 1, 1, 1, 0] 

Serv. Char. 0.0 168.0 50.0 160.0 

1º Date 
03/01/2014 

05:18 

03/01/2014 

11:17 

04/01/2014 

02:58 

04/01/2014 

16:58 

Last Date 
28/01/2014 

04:39 

19/08/2014 

07:54 

30/09/2014 

08:35 

20/09/2014 

05:33 

Delta Time 
24 days 

23:21:02 

227 days 

20:36:16 

269 days 

05:36:34 

258 days 

12:35:35 
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Table 5: Example of the Provider Database 

Ind.  name Example 1 Example 2 Example 3 Example 4 

Pro. ID 118.0 316.0 206.0 310.0 

Pro. Resi. 4.0 1.0 1.0 3.0 

Num. Clai. 7.0 6.0 8.0 5.0 

Pat. Resi. [2, 0, 2, 2, 1] [3, 0, 1, 2, 0] [3, 3, 1, 1, 0] [2, 0, 3, 0, 0] 

Pat. Age [0, 1, 3, 2, 1] [0, 0, 0, 4, 2] [0, 3, 0, 3, 2] [0, 0, 2, 2, 1] 

Pat. Gend. [2, 5] [2, 4] [4, 4] [2, 3] 

Sour. Pay. [1, 3, 3, 0, 0] [2, 0, 4, 0, 0] [2, 2, 3, 1, 0] [1, 1, 2, 0, 1] 

Pat. Cos. 465.0 549.0 496.0 339.0 

Ins. Cos. 306.0 169.0 442.0 224.0 

Pat. R. In [1, 5, 0, 1, 0] [2, 2, 2, 0, 0] [0, 7, 1, 0, 0] [2, 1, 2, 0, 0] 

Pat. R. Out [1, 6, 0, 0, 0] [1, 2, 3, 0, 0] [0, 7, 1, 0, 0] [1, 1, 2, 1, 0] 

Med. ID [5, 1, 13, 3, 0] [15, 0, 0, 2, 2] [3, 3, 6, 3, 4] [15, 3, 2, 0, 0] 

Med. Cos. 656.0 436.0 683.0 367.0 

Med. Quan. 22.0 19.0 19.0 20.0 

DRG [0, 0, 0, 7, 0] [0, 0, 0, 6, 0] [0, 8, 0, 0, 0] [0, 0, 5, 0, 0] 

Hospital [7, 0, 0, 0, 0] [0, 0, 6, 0, 0] [0, 8, 0, 0, 0] [0, 0, 5, 0, 0] 

Serv. Char. 159.0 279.0 272.0 0.0 

Fraud 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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3.3 Genetic Algorithm Description 

The software uses three different genetic algorithms, one for each line of approach, claims perspective, 

patient perspective and provider perspective. The data base on which the genetic algorithm will search 

for fraudulent situations is the same but processed in different perspectives. The flowchart in Figure 10, 

inspired in [33] [36], explains how is this genetic algorithm organized. 

  

  

Figure 10: Flowchart of the Genetic Algorithm 

3.3.1 Chromosome Description 

The chromosome for the genetic algorithm is composed by genes, also known as features, each 

associated with a specific area of information. The features are weights that describe the importance of 

the variable associated according to the type of fraud that the algorithm is trying to detect. The sum of 

all the weights of a chromosome is one, with the exception of the last gene which is an integer number 

that represents the criteria of validation, explained in section fitness function.  

In the equation 3.1, being N the number of features of the chromosome, are described the possible 

values of the weights. The exception of the last feature, that represents the criteria for fraud 

consideration, is excluded in the equation. 

 
∑ 𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝐶ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑜𝑠𝑜𝑚𝑒[𝑖] = 1

𝑁−1

0

 
(3.1) 
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The Table 6 specifies genes of the chromosomes for the three genetic algorithms. The first algorithm, 

referent to the claims, the second algorithm, referent to the patient and the last algorithm is focus on 

providers. 

Table 6: Chromosome Description in the GAs 

First Algorithm Second Algorithm Third Algorithm 

W. Patient Residence W. Patient Residence W. Provider Residence 

W. Age W. Age W. Number of Claims 

W. Gender W. Gender W. Patient Residence 

W. Source of payment W. Number of Claims W. Patient Age 

W. Patient Costs W. Source of Payment W. Patient Gender 

W. Insurance Costs W. Patient Costs W. Source of Payment 

W. Patient Risk In W. Insurance Costs W. Patient Costs 

W. Patient Risk Out W. Patient Risk In W. Insurance Costs 

W. Provider Residence W. Patient Risk Out W. Patient Risk In 

W. Medicine ID W. Medicine ID W. Patient Risk Out 

W. Medicine Costs W. Medicine Costs W. Medicine ID 

W. Medicine Quantity W. Medicine Quantity W. Medicine Costs 

W. Service Charged W. DRG W. Medicine Quantity 

Criteria W. Hospital W. DRG 

 W. Service Charged W. Hospital 

 W. Date W. Service Charged 

 Criteria Criteria 

The chromosomes used in each genetic algorithm will be classified according to their precision on 

detection the fraudulent situation, and change throw methods, explained in the section fitness function, 

to improve their results. 

The Genetic Algorithm only uses 100 different chromosomes randomly generated, which is a typical 

value in Genetic Algorithms [26] [40]. The space of results, 100, is smaller than all the possible solutions, 

which would not be possible to test in an acceptable period of time. Each chromosome has thirteen or 

sixteen features, depending on the algorithm, presented in Table 6, with values according to 3.1, 

compromising the possibility of testing all possible solutions. The GA is definitely a good solution, 

reducing the sample space, merging to achieve the best solution, testing only 100 different 

chromosomes in each generation.  
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3.3.2 Sample Space 

From the data-base are created two samples, the training sample and the test sample. As the name 

suggests, the GA will use the training sample to adapt the chromosomes of the population, improving 

the fitness of the chromosomes, according to the fitness function, i.e., the chromosomes will create 

some criteria in order to classify the claims as fraudulent or not. The sample criteria were mainly based 

on [14] and [26]. The objective of the GA is to improve this classification, reducing the false detections 

and improve the right ones. 

The relation between the size of the training sample and the test sample is an important subject. In the 

simulation presented in chapter 4 was always used the relation of test sample with one third of the size 

of the training sample. This value can be change with many purposes, however, the test sample should 

always be smaller than the training sample to maintain a certain quality of results. 

The test sample is going to validate the criteria developed by the GA. The criteria present in the bests 

chromosomes, trained in the GA, are applied to the test sample. The training sample as three times 

more legitimate claims than the test sample, however the fraudulent claims are same in both of the 

samples. The respective number of claims is adjusted in each test, as it’s described in the results chapter 

4.  

3.3.3 Selection 

In the selection step are selected two chromosomes in the population to produce two other for the next 

generation [36] [40]. The two new chromosomes will replace the two least optimal chromosomes in the 

population. In this case the two least optimal are the ones that are considered for the algorithm the less 

fraudulent cases. The two new chromosomes, that will become part of the new generation, pass through 

mutation and crossover, before being combined with the new generation.  

All the chromosomes are associated with a weight and a probability, depending on the objectives to 

achieve, and the selection is made by taking in count those two variables. 

In the following is the Genetic Algorithm pseudo code: 

Genetic Algorithm (Sample Space) 

{ 

  Initialise population (Sample Space); 

  Measure population (Population); 

  While (Termination criteria is not reached)  

  { 

   Selection (Population); 

   Crossover (Parent X, Parent Y); 
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   Mutation (Chromosome); 

   Evaluate population; 

  } 

}  

Note: The additional approaches, presented right after the explanations of crossover and mutation, were 

not considered in this section because they are only used in the GA in specific situations. In normal 

situations, the selection process preforms just like the pseudo code explains above.  

3.3.4 Crossover 

The step Crossover is used to produce new chromosomes from a pair of encoded chromosomes, usual 

called of parents, and combining them to produce two different chromosomes, usual called progeny [32] 

[40] . The two new chromosomes have the best attributes of its parents. The genes of each parent are 

switch according to a probability of 70%, which is a typical value for the crossover. In the following is the 

Crossover pseudo code and an example of Crossover in Table 7: 

Crossover (Parent X, Parent Y, indpb) 

{ 

 For i in range(size_Parent): 

  If random() < indpb: 

   Parent X [i] , Parent Y [i] = Parent Y [i], Parent X [i] 

}   

Table 7: Crossover Example 

Original I      Crossover I     

FTR 1 FTR 2 FTR 3 FTR 4 FTR 5 Sum  FTR 1  FTR 2 FTR 3 FTR 4 FTR 5 Sum 

0,32 0,1 0,02 0,44 0,12 1  0,32 0,25 0,02 0,4 0,14 1,13 

             

Original II      Crossover II     

FTR 1  FTR 2 FRT 3 FTR 4 FTR 5 Sum  FTR 1  FTR 2 FTR 3 FTR 4 FTR 5 Sum 

0,16 0,25 0,05 0,4 0,14 1  0,16 0,1 0,05 0,44 0,12 0,87 

             

Adjustment I            

FTR 1  FTR 2 FTR 3 FTR 4 FTR 5 Sum        

0,283 0,221 0,018 0,354 0,124 1        

             

Adjustment II            

FTR 1 FTR 2 FTR 3 FTR 4 FTR 5 Sum        

0,184 0,115 0,057 0,506 0,138 1        
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3.3.5 Mutation 

The step Mutation is commonly defined as a minimal change to a chromosome. The two chromosomes 

are perturbed in small ways upward and downward [32] [40] [41]. The weight value for each feature had 

a certain probability of being changed. This minimal change is performed normally in the end of each 

generation, right before the combination of the new chromosomes and the population are again 

combined.  

The mutation process will change the value of the feature by reducing or increasing the value according 

to a Gaussian distribution. If the algorithm is running below the 15 generations, the Gaussian function 

has a medium value of 0.2 and a stander deviation of 0.1. If the number of generations is above 15, the 

Gaussian function has a medium value of 0.3 and a stander deviation of 0.3. The different characteristics 

of the Mutation process were developed taking into consideration the quality of the final results and the 

influence of Mutation in the performance of the GA. This allows the algorithm to transform the 

chromosomes slowly in the beginning, and to reach the final solutions faster. The value of the gene is 

reduced or increased by a 50% probability. The Mutation process occurs with a probability of 20%, which 

is a typical value. In the following is the Mutation pseudo code and an example of Mutation in Table 8: 

 Mutation (Chromosome, generation) 

 { 

  For i in len(Chromosome) 

   Value_mutation = random_value {gauss (0.2, 0.1)} 

   If generation > 15: 

    Value_mutation = random_value {gauss (0.3, 0.3)} 

   If random () < 0.5: 

    Chromosome [i] = Chomosome [i] * (1 – Value_mutation) 

   Else: 

    Chromosome [i] = Chromosome[i] * (1 + Value_mutation) 

  

 }  

Table 8: Mutation Example 

Original      

Feature 1 Feature 2 Feature 3 Feature 4 Feature 5 Sum 

0,32 0,1 0,02 0,44 0,12 1 

      

Mutation      

Feature 1 Feature 2 Feature 3 Feature 4 Feature 5 Sum 

0,4 0,1 0,02 0,3 0,12 0,94 
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Adjustment      

Feature 1 Feature 2 Feature 3 Feature 4 Feature 5 Sum 

0,425 0,106 0,021 0,319 0,127 1 

 

3.3.6 Additional Approaches 

Besides the standard structure of the genetic algorithm were add four strategies to increase the quality 

of the results and accelerate the performance of the algorithm. The first is related with the worst 

chromosomes and the best chromosomes. In each generation the two chromosomes with lowest fitness 

will be removed and the two best will be duplicated and passed to the next generation. This method 

improves the convergence of the results and enables the algorithm to progress in the right direction 

faster. 

The second strategy applies only on the five chromosomes with lowest fitness. The algorithm will apply 

mutation or recreate the chromosome from the beginning with a probability of 60% and 40% 

respectively. In one hand the recreation of the chromosome will increase the variety of results, but not 

in excess. On the other hand, mutation will naturally improve the existing ones. The mutation will change 

the genes according to a Gaussian distribution with medium 0.3 and standard deviation of 0.3. The 

recreation of the chromosome is based on the initial creation of the chromosomes, i.e., is recreated 

randomly. This strategy as the specific purpose of improve the worse chromosomes faster. 

The third strategy applies on the three chromosomes with best fitness. These chromosomes will pass 

in the mutation process once more, in order to improve their fitness. The objective of this approach is to 

obtain good solutions faster, making sure that the GA is following the best algorithms to find good 

solutions. Both the second and third strategies are only applied between the fifth and the fifteenth 

generations. 

The fourth and final strategy is only applied when the algorithm takes too much time to find a 

chromosome with a good fitness.  If the maximum fitness is below 0.15, then all the population is 

submitted to a process where all the genes have a 50% chance of being randomly recreated. This 

process accelerates the initial part of the algorithm and enables the fitness of the chromosomes to grow 

faster. With this strategy, a good solution will hopefully surge and the algorithm will explore that solution.  

3.3.7 Validation of the Last Generation 

One important part in the application of Genetic Algorithm in the detection of fraud in healthcare is the 

termination rule, i.e. the moment when the solution found does not improve anymore. In other words, 

the Genetic Algorithm concludes that no better solution can be achieved. 

The generation process repeats until this termination condition is activated. This termination rule may 

depend on the type of fraud and in the specificities of the detection method [33] [36] [40]. The most 

common termination conditions are: 
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 Solutions found if the minimum criteria are satisfied; 

 Limit number of generations is reached; 

 Limit budget is reached (example: time); 

 Manual inspection so decides; 

 Successive iterations no longer produce better results 

With the proper analyses of the results, both, termination criteria and all the variables assigned, may be 

tuned in order to improve the final results.  

In this algorithm the termination condition is only verified after the fifteenth generation. Until the fifteen 

generation, as mention in the section above, multiple processes will force the algorithm into a possible 

solution direction.  

The termination condition is composed by two possible situations, and its activated if one of them is 

achieved. The first is related with the standard deviation of the population. If the population of 

chromosome present a standard deviation lower than 0.005, i.e., if the chromosomes in the population 

are all similar to each other, even after the fifteen generation, the genetic algorithm is not able to find a 

better solution, and so the termination condition is achieved. The second is more complex, it involves 

three parameters: standard deviation, maximum value and minimum value of the fitness. To activate the 

termination condition, the standard deviation must be lower than 0.025, the maximum fitness of this 

generation must be equal to the previous eight generations and the difference between the minimum 

fitness of this generation and the previous five generations must not be higher than 10%.  

The main objective is to increase the maximum the fitness of the best chromosome, understanding the 

fastest possible if the algorithm is capable of increasing the fitness of the best chromosome or not. The 

Figure 11, below, presents a good example of evolution of the GA and effect of the termination condition. 

The maximum fitness increases until generation twelve. However, it doesn’t stop because the minimum 

value is increasing as well. In the seventeenth generation the maximum fitness increases again until the 

twenty firth where it keeps constant until the end. 

 

Figure 11: Example of the GA Evolution 
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Table 10: Claim Variable Level 

Classification (Part I) 

Table 9: Claim Variable Level Classification 

(Part II) 

3.3.8 Fitness Function 

This is the most import part of the genetic algorithm. The fitness function will classify each chromosome 

according to the results of a linear equations that distinguish the cases that are considered fraud from 

the others. The fitness is divided in two parts, first the application of the linear equations and second, 

an evaluation of the veracity of the result 

The linear equation, 3.2, will multiply each gene per the respective variable associated. Being N the 

number of genes that forms the chromosome. As explain in section, Chromosome description, the last 

feature, that represents the fraud criteria, is excluded from the equation below.  

 
𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑡 =  ∑ 𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝐶ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑜𝑠𝑜𝑚𝑒[𝑖] ∗ 𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚 𝐼𝑛𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑚[𝑖]

𝑁−1

0

 
(3.2) 

The claim information has to be pre-processed according to the information present in Table 9 and Table 

10 below. The objective of the pre-processing is the standardization of the values and, in the case of 

impossible combination, e.g. gender, patient risk, classify this variable by a real number. After this pre-

process a group of rules are going to evaluate the performance of the claim information in the population 

in order to obtain more information about this specific type of variable in the data base.
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In the following are described the five rules implemented for the evaluation of specific information’s of 

the claims. Initially is presented the theoretical approach, followed by the main objective of that specific 

rule. Is also presented an example that illustrates the effect of the rules in the level of the variable in the 

claim:  

 A – Mean Rule: Compares the claim value with the mean value of the population. If the claim 

value is 1.5, 2, 3 or 4 times higher than the mean value, the claim information level is increased to level 

1, 2, 6 and 10 respectively. 

 Objective: Detect unexpected changes in the sample. 

 Example: 

 
𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑅𝑢𝑙𝑒 =  

𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒

𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 
 

(3.3) 

 

Table 11: Example of Mean Rule 

Variable name Value Mean value Evaluation Rule Initial level Update level 

Patient Costs 120 40 3 7 13 

 

 B – Max/Min Variation Rule: If the difference between the maximum value, in the sample, and 

the mean value is two times higher than the absolute difference between the minimum and the mean, 

the claim value level is increased 50%. 

 Objective: Increase the importance of a specific variable in the case that the sample is not 

uniform.  

 Example: 

 𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑅𝑢𝑙𝑒: |𝑀𝑎𝑥 − 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛| ≥ 2 ∗ |𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 − 𝑀𝑖𝑛| (3.4) 

Table 12: Example of Max/Min Variation Rule 

Variable name Initial level Max Min Mean Evaluation Rule Update level 

Patient Costs 6 120 20 40 80 ≥ 40 9 

 

 

 C – Majority Rule: If the variable is not the major (i.e. used at least more 10% than the 

respective others in the sample), the claim is increases two levels. 
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 Objective: Explore incoherence in the variable administrated in comparison with the regular 

proceeding.   

 Example: 

Table 13: Example of Majority Rule 

Variable name Value Major  Initial level Update level 

Medicine ID M03 M01 3 5 

 

 D – Linear Importance Rule: The variable observed by this rule are matrix of five positions. 

Each position is multiply by a differentiator, respectively 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, followed by the sum of all the 

new values in the matrix position. This value will be the associated level of this variable.  

 Objective: Classify the variable according to its course. 

 Example: 

 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 = [𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶, 𝐷, 𝐸] (3.5) 

 𝑃𝑎𝑡. 𝑅𝑖𝑠𝑘 =  𝐴 ∗ 1 + 𝐵 ∗ 2 + 𝐶 ∗ 3 + 𝐷 ∗ 4 + 𝐸 ∗ 5 = 1 + 12 + 12 = 25 (3.6) 

 
Level of Claim variable =

𝑃𝑎𝑡. 𝑅𝑖𝑠𝑘

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠
=

25

11
= 2.27 

(3.7) 

Table 14: Example of Linear Importance Rule 

Variable name Value [A, B, C, D, E] Number of Claims Level 

Patient Risk [1, 6, 4, 0, 0] 11 2.27 

 

E – Regularity Rule: Analyses the standard deviation and the mean value of the matrix. If the 

ratio between the standard deviation and the mean value is less than one, the level of the variable claim 

increases 5 levels. 

 Objective: Classify the regularity of the actions described by this variable. 

 Example: 

 
𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎 =  

𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛
 

(3.8) 
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Table 15: Example of Regularity Rule 

Claim variable Value Formula Initial level Update level 

Source of Payment [2, 2, 2, 2, 0] 0.559 20 25 

 

After the introduction of the five rules used, in the Table 16 presents the variables where the specific 

rules are applied. The table is divided by variables and is possible to identify the differences in the three 

GA. 

Table 16: Rules Applied for the Fitness Result 

Variable 

Name 

First 

GA – Claims 

Second 

GA – Patient 

Third 

GA – Provider 

Patient Residence A - B A - B D 

Age A - B A - B  

Gender C C  

Source of Payment C D - E D - E 

Patient Costs A - B A - B A - B 

Insurance Costs A - B A - B A - B 

Patient Risk In C D D 

Patient Risk Out C D D 

Provider Residence A - B  A - B 

Medicine ID C   

Medicine Costs A - B A - B A - B 

Medicine Quantity A - B A - B A - B 

Serviced Charged A - B A - B A - B 

Date    

Number of Claims  A - B  

DRG    

Hospital    

Delta Time  A - B  

Number of Claims Provider   A - B 
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After the application of the linear equation 3.2, the result is compared with the criteria, present in the 

chromosome. If the result of the claim is, according to the chromosome, equal or higher than the criteria, 

the claim is considered fraudulent for the chromosome, otherwise the claim is considered to be 

legitimate. Each chromosome will classify all the claims according to its criteria and the result will 

determine if the claims are fraudulent or not. 

Finally, the fitness function will investigate the evaluations of the chromosome and determine the false 

positive rate and the true positive rate. False positive rate is the number of claims classified as fraudulent 

but are legitimate, divided by the total number of legitimate claims. True positive rate is the number of 

claims correctly classified as fraudulent, divided by the total number of fraudulent claims. This 

verification in performed in two different ways, depending on the GA. The GA Claims and the GA Patient 

have access to the Patient ID, in this cases, if the patient ID is above 5000 the claim is fraudulent, 

because of the way that the data generator creates the legitimate and the fraudulent claims. In the case 

of the GA Provider each provider claim has a flag information with the specific purpose of classifying the 

claims as fraudulent or legitimate. 

The Fitness of each chromosome is calculated by the difference between the True Positive rate and the 

False Positive rate, expressed in the equation 3.9 below [33]. 

 𝐹𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 = 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 − 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 (3.9) 

Note: For a more complex approach to the detection of fraud problem the GA could be upgraded.  The 

classification rules described above and present in table 5 could be another feature in the chromosomes 

of the GA. If the rules applied to the claim information had a dependence on the chromosome, the 

evaluation itself would be much more detailed. In one hand the criteria created by the chromosomes in 

the GA would have more freedom to correctly adapt to the training sample. On the other hand, the 

number of features of each chromosome would increase as well as the complexity of the problem.  

3.3.9 Performance of the Chromosome 

After the validation of the last generation, is selected the best chromosomes of each genetic algorithm. 

At this point the ideal situation is that all the three chromosomes, from the three genetic algorithm, have 

an absolute detection of the fraudulent situation, i.e., detecting all and only the fraudulent situation. 

However, the most common situation is that some chromosome does not reach this absolute detection 

because the respective algorithm is focus in other areas of detection.  

The criteria associated with each chromosome is applied to the claims ready for test. This claims were 

generated, as well, by the claims generated, described above, and contain both fraudulent and 

legitimate situations. The test claims are classified by these fifteen chromosomes. 

The study is now focus on the intersection of the detection of fraudulent situations suggested by the 

three Genetic Algorithm. In some situations, the criteria in the chromosomes of a specific genetic 

algorithm may consider incorrectly a situation as fraudulent. This situation is avoided if the remaining 

algorithms do not conclude the same. The results of the GA Claims will be intersected with the results 
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of the GA Patient and with the GA Providers. The intersections, A – B, A – C, B – C and A – B – C, 

being GA Claims, A, GA Patient, B and GA Providers, C, will in some situations present better solutions 

that the individual GA.    

The results present in the next chapter present the performance of the chromosomes, trained in the GA 

using the training sample, applied in the test sample. The objective is to obtain good results in both the 

training and test sample. And that the difference of the results between the two samples is not 

considerable to discredit the solution.  
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Chapter 4 

Experimental Results 

4 Experimental Results 

This chapter describes the simulation executed with the developed algorithm. Initially are introduced the 

fraud types in the database for the simulations and in the following, the obtained results of the 

simulations. The simulations are split in three groups: Individual simulation, group simulations first 

population and group simulation second population.
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4.1 Fraud Types Simulated 

For the test and validation of the purposed fraud detection method, were simulated nine different fraud 

scenarios. The generator of claims will create a training sample and a test sample, both with legitimate 

and fraudulent claims. After the application of the genetic algorithm in the training sample, the best 

individual is going to be tested in the test sample for a correct interpretation of the results. These 

simulated frauds were inspired in the reports [13], [17] and [42].  

1. Unexpected value of costs (ValCost)  

This scenario creates claims where the value of the costs is between two and three times higher than 

the maximum possible for the normal generated situations. This modification of the cost parameters is 

sensed in the three variables where the cost takes an important rule (patient cost, insurance cost and 

serviced charged).  

The medicines costs were not under this specific fraud because they were considered part of another 

type of fraud which is related with medicines regulations and therefore, normally, not directly committed 

by patient or providers in healthcare.  

Besides the fact that external payments or illegal monetary offers are normally not declared, and 

because of that, normal data base do not content with this information. This fraud example aims to 

exemplify possible anomalies in the involving costs of the claim. 

2. High number of claims (NumClaim) 

This scenario is related with considerable superior number of claims taking by both the patient and the 

providers. The situation exemplifies fraud cases in which the provider is responsible by a significant 

superior number of claims, i.e., fake claims or “ghost claims”. 

In the patient point of view, this situation exemplifies fake claims or situations in which the patient uses 

continuously access to medical benefits with no direct need. 

3. Irregular method of payment (MethPay)  

The objective is to simulate fraud scenarios in which the principal suspicious signal is the method of 

payment preformed or accepted by the patient or provider. In the perspective of the patient the method 

of payment is normally regular, i.e., for identical claims irregular or uncommon methods of payment are 

considered suspicious. In the provider point of view, a frequent unusual method of payment is also 

considered suspicious.  

4. Unusual development of the patient risk (PatRisk)  

This scenario is focus, in one hand, in the progress of the patient risk, immediately before the claim 

takes place and immediately after it ends. On the other hand, with frequency of this cases. If high 

variances of the patient risk, i.e., from risk level P1 to risk level P4/P5, and the opposite, the claim is 
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considered suspicious. Frequent high risk situations, risk level P4 or P5, are also considered suspicious. 

5. Unusual development of the provider risk (ProRisk)  

Similar to the previous fraud case, this fraud simulates suspicious changes of patient risk, i.e., from risk 

level P1 to risk level P4/P5, and the opposite in a specific provider. High risk situations, risk level P4 or 

P5, are considered suspicious.  

6. Uncommon use of a specific medicine (UncMed) 

This fraud tests frequent use of unusual medicine in a normal situation. This scenario indicates 

suspicious preference of a certain type of medicine or a voluntary prescription of medicines for other 

purposes. 

7. Excessive use of a specific medicine (ExcMed) 

This scenario explores an elevated values of prescript medicines. The quantities of medicine in this 

fraud are between two and four times higher than the maximum possible for the normal generated 

situations. The objective is to simulate excessive prescription of medicines, that may be used with other 

purposes, i.e., resold. The scenario may be observed in both patient and provider. In the patient case 

the high number of medicines administrated and in the provider cases the excessive number of 

prescriptions.    

8. Unexpected value of medicine costs (MedCost)  

This fraud situation describes anomalies in the expected price of a medicine. The price of the analysed 

medicine in this fraud are between two and three times higher than the maximum possible for the normal 

generated situations. Irregular sales are the main objective of this simulation. 

9. Irregular medical distance (MedDist)  

This scenario is related with both, the patient and the provider distance between the respective 

residence and the associated local where the claim took place. In this scenario a specific patient or 

provider receives frequent visits from a provider or patient that lives far from the local where the claim 

took place.   Both level 4 and 5 of the range of the patient and provider residences are considered 

uncommon. A high quantity of this cases is considered suspicious in this scenario. 

 

In the three tables below, Table 17, Table 18 and Table 19,  are presented examples of the different 

types of fraud in the three algorithms, GA Claims, GA Patient and GA Provider. Highlighted in blue, are 

the claim variables with the fraud type influences, i.e., the fraudulent field in each fraud type.
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Table 17: Types of Claims, GA Claims 

Type of claim  Normal 
Fraud Type 1 

(ValCost) 
Fraud Type 2 
(NumClaim) 

Fraud Type 3 
(MethPay) 

Fraud Type 4 
(PatRisk) 

Fraud Type 5 
(ProRisk) 

Fraud Type 6 
(UncMed) 

Fraud Type 7 
(ExcMed) 

Fraud Type 8 
(MedCost) 

Fraud Type 9 
(MedDist) 

Patient ID 126 5004 5051 5017 5062 5024 5039 5049 5077 5083 

Patient 
Residence 

2.0 3.0 4.0 3.0 3.0 5.0 2.0 4.0 1.0 5.0 

Age 36.0 95.0 84.0 42.0 30.0 56.0 31.0 53.0 28.0 81.0 

Gender M M M M F M F F F F 

Source of 
Payment 

C B B E C C B A A A 

Patient Costs 
131 118 22 29 108 132 24 20 25 24 

Insurance 
Costs 

0 214 74 60 0 0 86 77 87 74 

Patient Risk In 
P2 P2 P1 P2 P1 P1 P2 P3 P2 P1 

Patient Risk 
Out 

P2 P2 P2 P2 P4 P5 P2 P3 P1 P2 

Provider ID 
405 117 200 412 417 101 211 321 217 401 

Provider 
Residence 

4.0 2.0 3.0 3.0 1.0 2.0 4.0 2.0 1.0 4.0 

Medicine ID 
M04 M04 M03 M05 M01 M01 M05 M04 M05 M04 

Medicine 
Costs 

210 176 90 228 36 26 50 114 80 138 

Medicine 
Quantity 

5 4 3 4 2 2 1 3 1 3 

DRG C02 C04 C01 C03 C04 C01 C02 C03 C04 C01 

Hospital I04 I01 I02 I02 I04 I01 I02 I03 I02 I04 

Service 
Charged 

0 248 57 59 54 52 0 0 57 0 

Dispo. Yes No No No No Yes No No Yes Yes 

Date 
01/01/2014 

21:54 
06/03/2015 

04:46 
24/02/2015 

 22:31 
07/02/2015 

 07:52 
26/02/2015 

23:56 
13/02/2015 

13:47 
11/02/2015 

 01:11 
03/03/2015 

14:26 
15/02/2015 

 17:45 
15/01/2015 

 07:21 
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Table 18: Types of Claims, GA Patient 

Type of claim  Normal 
Fraud Type 1 

(ValCost) 
Fraud Type 2 
(NumClaim) 

Fraud Type 3 
(MethPay) 

Fraud Type 4 
(PatRisk) 

Fraud Type 5 
(ProRisk) 

Fraud Type 6 
(UncMed) 

Fraud Type 7 
(ExcMed) 

Fraud Type 8 
(MedCost) 

Fraud Type 9 
(MedDist) 

Index 2 269 278 286 277 281 267 283 285 277 

Patient ID 129.0 5016.0 5051.0 5015.0 5062.0 5015.0 5045.0 5039.0 5070.0 5083.0 

Patient 
Residence 1.0 1.0 3.0 5.0 2.0 2.0 4.0 5.0 1.0 5.0 

Age 54.0 83.0 61.0 97.0 96.0 54.0 35.0 92.0 94.0 25.0 

Gender M M M F M F F M M F 

Number of 
Claims 1.0 3.0 9.0 1.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 4.0 

Source of 
Payment 

[0, 0, 1, 0, 0] [1, 2, 0, 0, 0] [2, 3, 3, 0, 1] [0, 0, 0, 0, 1] [0, 1, 1, 0, 0] [0, 0, 1, 1, 0] [0, 1, 1, 0, 0] [2, 0, 0, 0, 0] [1, 0, 0, 0, 0] [3, 0, 1, 0, 0] 

Patient Costs 118.0 321.0 560.0 32.0 135.0 138.0 165.0 62.0 26.0 188.0 

Insurance 
Costs 0.0 717.0 430.0 83.0 65.0 150.0 75.0 138.0 61.0 226.0 

Patient Risk 
In [0, 0, 1, 0, 0] [2, 1, 0, 0, 0] [2, 6, 1, 0, 0] [0, 1, 0, 0, 0] [1, 0, 0, 1, 0] [2, 0, 0, 0, 0] [0, 1, 0, 1, 0] [0, 1, 1, 0, 0] [0, 0, 0, 0, 1] [2, 2, 0, 0, 0] 

Patient Risk 
Out [0, 0, 1, 0, 0] [2, 0, 0, 1, 0] [0, 8, 1, 0, 0] [0, 0, 0, 0, 1] [1, 0, 0, 1, 0] [0, 0, 0, 2, 0] [0, 1, 0, 1, 0] [0, 1, 1, 0, 0] [0, 0, 0, 0, 1] [1, 3, 0, 0, 0] 

Medicine ID [0, 0, 3, 0, 0] [8, 0, 0, 5, 0] [8, 9, 9, 0, 0] [5, 0, 0, 0, 0] [2, 0, 1, 0, 0] [3, 0, 3, 0, 0] [0, 0, 0, 0, 9] [0, 0, 0, 7, 0] [0, 0, 0, 0, 5] [6, 0, 0, 3, 0] 

Medicine 
Costs 105.0 349.0 636.0 90.0 68.0 159.0 499.0 214.0 385.0 220.0 

Medicine 
Quantity 

3.0 13.0 26.0 5.0 3.0 6.0 9.0 7.0 5.0 9.0 

DRG [0, 1, 0, 0, 0] [0, 1, 2, 0, 0] [2, 3, 3, 1, 0] [0, 0, 1, 0, 0] [0, 0, 1, 1, 0] [2, 0, 0, 0, 0] [0, 2, 0, 0, 0] [0, 0, 2, 0, 0] [0, 0, 0, 1, 0] [4, 0, 0, 0, 0] 

Hospital [0, 1, 0, 0, 0] [2, 0, 0, 1, 0] [3, 3, 1, 2, 0] [0, 0, 0, 0, 1] [0, 0, 0, 1, 1] [2, 0, 0, 0, 0] [0, 2, 0, 0, 0] [0, 0, 2, 0, 0] [1, 0, 0, 0, 0] [0, 0, 0, 4, 0] 

Service 
Charged 55.0 616.0 381.0 0.0 111.0 0.0 59.0 118.0 0.0 161.0 

First Date 
01/01/2014 

23:49 
18/02/2015 

01:13 
30/01/2015  

09:23 
13/02/2015  

10:37 
26/02/2015 

18:57 
12/02/2015  

08:54 
09/02/2015 

 02:01 
27/02/2015 

06:51 
11/02/2015  

19:38 
14/01/2015  

11:02 

Last Date 
00/01/1900 

00:00 
03/03/2015 

00:12 
24/02/2015  

22:31 
00/01/1900 

 00:00 
26/02/2015 

23:56 
18/02/2015  

16:51 
14/02/2015 

 23:35 
05/03/2015 

04:44 
00/01/1900 

 00:00 
21/01/2015 

 00:23 

Delta Time 0 12 days 22:59:38 25 days 13:08:15 0 0 days 04:58:49 6 days 07:57:25 5 days 21:34:27 5 days 21:52:58 0 6 days 13:21:27 
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Table 19: Types of Claims, GA Provider 

Type of claim  Normal 
Fraud Type 1 

(ValCost) 
Fraud Type 2 
(NumClaim) 

Fraud Type 3 
(MethPay) 

Fraud Type 4 
(PatRisk) 

Fraud Type 5 
(ProRisk) 

Fraud Type 6 
(UncMed) 

Fraud Type 7 
(ExcMed) 

Fraud Type 8 
(MedCost) 

Fraud Type 9 
(MedDist) 

Index 3 5 0 39 36 29 68 100 4 63 

Provider ID 201.0 413.0 411.0 412.0 417.0 101.0 211.0 321.0 315.0 401.0 

Provider 
Residence 1.0 1.0 2.0 2.0 4.0 5.0 2.0 5.0 3.0 1.0 

Number of 
Claims 7.0 10.0 8.0 21.0 11.0 22.0 30.0 15.0 6.0 21.0 

Patient 
Residence 

[4, 1, 2, 0, 
0] [4, 2, 3, 1, 0] [3, 0, 0, 2, 3] [8, 3, 3, 4, 3] [2, 3, 4, 2, 0] [10, 5, 4, 1, 2] [10, 5, 5, 2, 8] [2, 2, 3, 5, 3] [1, 3, 2, 0, 0] [0, 1, 0, 4, 16] 

Patient Age 
[0, 0, 2, 5, 

0] [0, 3, 5, 1, 1] [0, 0, 1, 2, 5] [0, 2, 10, 8, 1] [0, 2, 5, 2, 2] [0, 4, 7, 4, 7] [0, 10, 12, 4, 4] [0, 5, 4, 2, 4] [0, 1, 3, 2, 0] [0, 5, 4, 8, 4] 

Patient 
Gender [7, 0] [9, 1] [5, 3] [7, 14] [4, 7] [17, 5] [19, 11] [7, 8] [4, 2] [7, 14] 

Source of 
Payment 

[0, 3, 4, 0, 
0] [3, 3, 2, 0, 2] [4, 2, 2, 0, 0] [4, 0, 2, 0, 15] [3, 3, 2, 3, 0] [5, 2, 11, 2, 2] [13, 9, 6, 2, 0] [7, 3, 4, 1, 0] [3, 1, 1, 1, 0] [6, 5, 6, 1, 3] 

Patient Costs 594.0 531.0 458.0 805.0 423.0 1669.0 1447.0 807.0 229.0 1158.0 

Insurance 
Costs 223.0 765.0 467.0 1364.0 987.0 961.0 1986.0 927.0 476.0 1225.0 

Patient Risk In 
[1, 4, 2, 0, 

0] [2, 5, 3, 0, 0] [1, 5, 2, 0, 0] [4, 13, 4, 0, 0] [1, 6, 4, 0, 0] [10, 3, 1, 3, 5] [5, 15, 5, 4, 1] [2, 10, 3, 0, 0] [3, 1, 0, 2, 0] [4, 9, 6, 1, 1] 

Patient Risk 
Out 

[1, 3, 3, 0, 
0] [0, 3, 4, 3, 0] [1, 4, 3, 0, 0] [5, 11, 2, 1, 2] [1, 6, 2, 2, 0] [10, 4, 1, 5, 2] [7, 16, 3, 3, 1] [3, 8, 3, 1, 0] [3, 3, 0, 0, 0] [2, 9, 8, 2, 0] 

Medicine ID 
[3, 10, 4, 

1, 5] [6, 2, 7, 6, 1] [5, 12, 7, 0, 5] [23, 13, 9, 12, 6] [17, 4, 1, 6, 0] [16, 24, 9, 2, 5] [3, 5, 11, 22, 42] [0, 0, 0, 46, 0] [4, 2, 2, 0, 7] [23, 8, 22, 15, 0] 

Medicine 
Costs 762.0 712.0 850.0 1804.0 681.0 1558.0 3787.0 1607.0 699.0 1909.0 

Medicine 
Quantity 23.0 22.0 29.0 63.0 28.0 56.0 83.0 46.0 15.0 68.0 

DRG 
[7, 0, 0, 0, 

0] [0, 0, 10, 0, 0] [0, 0, 8, 0, 0] [0, 0, 21, 0, 0] [0, 0, 0, 11, 0] [22, 0, 0, 0, 0] [0, 15, 15, 0, 0] [0, 0, 15, 0, 0] [0, 0, 0, 6, 0] [21, 0, 0, 0, 0] 

Hospital 
[0, 7, 0, 0, 

0] [0, 0, 0, 10, 0] [0, 0, 0, 8, 0] [1, 2, 5, 10, 3] [0, 0, 0, 11, 0] [22, 0, 0, 0, 0] [0, 30, 0, 0, 0] [0, 0, 15, 0, 0] [0, 0, 6, 0, 0] [0, 0, 0, 21, 0] 

Service 
Charged 110.0 449.0 210.0 546.0 325.0 664.0 876.0 617.0 160.0 648.0 

Fraudulent 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
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4.2 Results of Simulated Cases 

The results presented in the tables of this section, between Table 20 and Table 32, correspond to the 

simulation of the best criteria’s developed by the GA using the training sample. Between simulations 1 

and the simulation 9, the samples only have one fraud type, FT. The fraud types, were announced in 

the section above, fraud types simulated. The remaining simulations, from simulation 10 until simulation 

20, are aggrupation of fraud types, i.e., each simulation contains more than one different fraud type. 

These tests have the purpose of real eventual test in which the fraud type is not discriminated.     

The results obtained from the classifications of the claims, are define in four different categories, true 

positive (TP), true negative (TN), false positive (FP) and false negative (FN) [33]. The situation TP and 

FP were previously explained in the chapter 3 architecture, fitness function section. As explained, they 

are related with the classification of the claims as fraudulent, in both correct and incorrect situations. 

The TN and FN are related with the legitimate classification of the claims. TN in the cases that the 

legitimate situations are correctly classified as legitimate and FN are the claims fraudulent but are 

classified as legitimate. In the simulations, the main objective is to increase the TP and reduce the FP 

in the three GA and in the intersection of the results of the GAs. 

 
𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 =  

∑ 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒

∑ 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒
 

(4.1) 

 
𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 =  

∑ 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒

∑ 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒
 

(4.2) 

For the correct analyses of the algorithm performance where taking into consideration the values of the 

Weight, optimized in the genetic algorithm, and the difference between the two weights, from the training 

and test sample, called delta weight. If this value is positive, it means that the results obtained in the 

training sample were better than the ones tested in the test sample. If the value in zero, the test sample 

behaved just like the training sample. At last, if the number is negative, the results improved from the 

training sample to the test sample. 

 𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 = 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 − 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 (4.3) 

 𝐷𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑎 𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 = 𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 − 𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 (4.4) 

The values present in the tables in sections Individual Simulation and Group Simulation, below, were 

obtained taking into consideration the seven scenarios experimented, the three genetic algorithm and 

the four possible intersection of the results, claims-patient, claims-provider, patient-provider and claims-

patient-provider. The following equations, 4.5 until 4.8, describe the different situations simulated in the 

elaboration of the results. 
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𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 =  

𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠
 

(4.5) 

 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠 =  ∑ 𝐺𝐴 + ∑ 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 (4.6) 

 ∑ 𝐺𝐴 = 𝐺𝐴 𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠 + 𝐺𝐴 𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 + 𝐺𝐴 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑟 (4.7) 

 ∑ 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 = 𝐴 ∩ 𝐵 +  𝐴 ∩ 𝐶 +  𝐶 ∩ 𝐵 +  𝐴 ∩ 𝐵 ∩ 𝐶  (4.8) 

4.2.1 Individual Simulation 

The following tables represent the average performance of the three algorithms and the respective 

intersection of the results.  The numerations of the test are conforming the ones described in section of 

fraud simulated. Both the true positive and the false positive, are rated values. The information about 

the global characteristics of the simulations are in Table 20. 

Table 20: Information of the Individual Simulation 

Nº Chromosome 100  

Total Nº Normal Claims 1000 

 Nº Fraudulent Claims 30 

Training Nº Normal Claims 750 

 Nº Fraudulent Claims 15 

Test Nº Normal Claims 250 

 Nº Fraudulent Claims 15 

Table 21: Average Results of the Individual Simulation (part: I) 

  Simulation 1 Simulation 2 Simulation 3 Simulation 4 

 
Average 

Value 
FT 
 1 

FT  
2 

FT  
3  

FT  
4  

Training True positive 0,98 0,54 0,94 0,92 

  False Positive 0,00 0,08 0,16 0,12 

  Weight 0,98 0,46 0,78 0,80 

Test True positive 0,21 0,40 0,96 0,82 

  False Positive 0,00 0,10 0,17 0,18 

  Weight 0,21 0,29 0,78 0,63 

  Delta Weight 0,76 0,16 0,00 0,14 

      

FT 1 – ValCost ; FT 2 – NumClaim ; FT 3 – MethPay ; FT 4 – PatRisk 
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Table 22: Average Results of the Individual Simulation (part: II) 

  Simulation 5 Simulation 6 Simulation 7  Simulation 8 Simulation 9 

 
Average 

Value 
FT 
 5 

FT  
6 

FT  
7 

FT  
8 

FT  
9 

Training True positive 0,96 1,00 1,00 0,89 0,87 

  False Positive 0,07 0,02 0,07 0,09 0,09 

  Weight  0,90 0,98 0,79 0,79 0,78 

Test True positive 0,86 1,00 1,00 0,43 0,73 

  False Positive 0,10 0,09 0,16 0,13 0,11 

  Weight 0,76 0,91 0,84 0,30 0,62 

  Delta Weight 0,13 0,06 -0,06 0,49 0,16 

       

FT 5 – ProRisk ; FT 6 – UncMed ; FT 7 – ExcMed ; FT 8 – MedCost ; FT 9 – MedDist 

 

The individual test of the fraud cases simulated, and presented in Table 21 and Table 22, had, as 

expected, a positive training performance with low number of false detection and a high number true 

detection. The best situations are observed in the simulations 1 and 6, unexpected value of cost 

(ValCost) and uncommon use of a specific medicine (UncMed) respectively, both with a weight of 0.98.  

In the simulation 1, all the GA used are extremely sensitive to changes in the costs of the claims, which 

explains the good results obtained with the training sample. This situation is also observed in simulation 

6, where is tested fraud type 6, uncommon use of a specific (UncMed), that mainly influences the 

medicine used. In this cases, the three GA consider and compare the high use of a specific medicine, 

which enabled a good training performance.  

The worse simulated case scenario is the simulation 2, high value of claims (NumClaim), with just 0.46 

of weight. The number of claims of a specific patient is neither detected by the claims GA, neither by the 

provider GA. The performance of the second GA, dedicated exclusively to the patient perspective, as 

an important influence in the detection of this fraud case, considering that the number of claims variable 

is directly evaluated by the genes of the chromosomes in this GA.  

With the test sample the scenario does not change. The best situation is observed as expected in 

simulation 6, uncommon use of a specific medicine (UncMed), with a weight of 0.91. And the worse 

situation in simulation 2 and simulation 8, high value of claims (NumClaim) and unexpected value of 

medicine cost (MedCost). 

Observing the true positive rate and the false rate, in the training sample, is detected that, with the 

exception of simulation 2, high value of claims (NumClaim), with average true positive rate of 0.541, all 

the tests registered a true positive rate above 0.85. This value indicates that almost all the fraudulent 

cases are correctly classified. In the average false positive rate, the situation improves and all the cases 

have this variable below the 0.16.  

The training sample gets worse just in the average true positive rate, decreasing to a lowest value of 

0.215 in simulation 1, high value of costs (ValCost). In one hand the number of correct fraudulent 

classification of cases decreases, however, in another hand, the number of incorrect fraudulent 
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classifications does not increase which indicates consistence in the criteria, result of the three GA 

performance. 

The relation between the performance of the criteria’s, developed in the GA in the training sample and 

tested in the test sample, is observed with the delta weigh. Excluding simulation 1, high value of costs 

(ValCost), in which the test results are considerable worse than the training ones, and simulation 8, 

unexpected value of medicine cost (MedCost), in which the difference of weights is 0.5, the results are 

consistent, and the both the training and test samples have similar results.  

 

Table 23: Best Performance in Individual Simulation (part: I) 

  Simulation 1 Simulation 2 Simulation 3 Simulation 4 Simulation 5 

  FT 1 FT 2 FT 3 FT 4 FT 5 

 
Best 

Performance 
GA - Patient GA - Patient GA - Providers Intersected 

A - B 
Intersected 

A - C 

Training True positive 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 

 False Positive 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,03 0,00 

 Weight 1,00 1,00 1,00 0,97 1,00 

Test True positive 0,45 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 

 False Positive 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,06 0,00 

 Weight Test 0,45 1,00 1,00 0,94 1,00 

 Delta Weight 0,55 0,00 0,00 0,03 0,00 

       

FT 1 – ValCost ; FT 2 – NumClaim ; FT 3 – MethPay ; FT 4 – PatRisk 

 

Table 24: Best Performance in Individual Simulation (part: II) 

  Simulation 6 Simulation 7 Simulation 8 Simulation 9 

  FT 6 FT 7 FT 8 FT 9 

 
Best 

Performance 
Intersected 

A - B - C 
Intersected 

A - B - C 
GA - Patient Intersected 

B - C 

Training True positive 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 

 False Positive 0,00 0,00 0,01 0,00 

 Weight 1,00 1,00 0,99 1,00 

Test True positive 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 

 False Positive 0,02 0,04 0,18 0,00 

 Weight 0,98 0,96 0,82 1,00 

 Delta Weight 0,02 0,04 0,17 0,00 

      

FT 5 – ProRisk ; FT 6 – UncMed ; FT 7 – ExcMed ; FT 8 – MedCost ; FT 9 – MedDist 

The two tables above, Table 23 and Table 24, present the performance of the best experience in each 

one of the types of fraud tested individually. Are observed perfect situations in all the test situations 

excluding in the simulation 1 scenario. All the fraudulent situations are correctly classified as well as the 

legitimate. 
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Figure 12: Training vs Test Results in Individual Simulation 

In Figure 12 it’s possible to identify the tendency zone, of both the trained and tested simulations, in the 

area with high true positive rate and low false positive rate. This is the ideal zone and the two cases 

have similar results. In the following simulation, the result is not going to remain the same, due to the 

changes performed in those simulations.  

4.2.2 Group Simulation 

In this section are presented the results of simulated situation with more than one different fraud type. 

The eleven scenarios presented in the table below are different combinations of frauds, and intends to 

express the capability of the algorithm to adapt to real situation, where a single data base of claim have 

different fraudulent scenarios. In an initial situation are presented normal test, with a population of 1000 

claims (Table 25), equal to the individual simulations presented above, after those the populations was 

increase to 10000 (Table 28). This difference as two main objectives: First the use of a bigger 

populations will enable the GA to adapt better the criteria to the fraudulent situations, in this cases with 

three, four or five different fraud types. Second because in real situation the number of available claims 

is much larger than 1000, used in the initial situations, and is of much interest to see the performance 

of the GA with lager populations.  
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4.2.2.1 First Population 

Table 25: Information of the First Population in Group Simulation 

Nº Chromosome 100  

Total Nº Normal Claims 1000 

 Nº Fraudulent Claims 30 

Training Nº Normal Claims 750 

 Nº Fraudulent Claims 15 

Test Nº Normal Claims 250 

 Nº Fraudulent Claims 15 

Table 26: Average Results of the First Population in Group Simulation  

  Simulation 10 Simulation 11 Simulation 12 Simulation 13 Simulation 14 

 
Average 

Value 
FT 

1 – 3 
FT 

2 - 4 
FT 

2 - 8 
FT 

5 - 6 - 7 
FT 

1 - 7 – 8 

Training True positive 0,75 0,62 0,73 0,69 1,00 

 False Positive 0,09 0,11 0,15 0,06 0,10 

 Weight 0,67 0,51 0,58 0,63 0,90 

Test True positive 0,65 0,23 0,32 0,46 0,83 

 False Positive 0,23 0,12 0,16 0,20 0,25 

 Weight 0,42 0,11 0,16 0,27 0,59 

 Delta Weight 0,24 0,39 0,39 0,37 0,30 

       
FT 1 – ValCost ; FT 2 – NumClaim ; FT 3 – MethPay ; FT 4 – PatRisk 
FT 5 – ProRisk ; FT 6 – UncMed ; FT 7 – ExcMed ; FT 8 – MedCost 

 

From Table 26, comparing with the results obtained in the individual simulations of fraud, in the section 

above, weights value reduces in both the training sample and test sample. The best training situation is 

presented in the simulation 14, with fraud type respectively, unexpected value of cost (ValCost), 

excessive use of a specific medicine (ExcMed) and unexpected value of medicine cost (MedCost). All 

the training examples have a low false positive rate, below 0.1 value considerably good which slightly 

increases in the test set to a maximum of 0.23. The true positive scenario is different, in the training 

sample of simulation 11 its just 0.62, and in the test sample it reduces to 0.23, keeping the tendency. 

 Besides the fact that this are average results of all the experiences, GA tests and intersections of the 

results, the weight value in test sample is clearly low, 0.1 in simulation 11 scenario, and delta weight is 

considerable high, which specifies the differences between the train and the test samples.  
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Table 27: Best Performance of the First Population in Group Simulation 

  Simulation 10 Simulation 11 Simulation 12 Simulation 13 Simulation 14 

  
FT 

1 - 2 
FT 

2 - 4 
FT 

2 - 8 
FT 

5 - 6 - 7 
FT 

1 - 7 - 8 

 
Best 

Performance 
Intersected 

A - C 
GA - Claims 

Intersected 
B - C 

GA - Provider 
Intersected 

B - C 

Training True positive 0,76 0,73 0,73 1,00 1,00 

 False Positive 0,03 0,01 0,06 0,04 0,01 

 Weight 0,73 0,72 0,67 0,96 0,99 

Test True positive 0,88 0,40 0,40 1,00 0,93 

 False Positive 0,01 0,02 0,04 0,36 0,11 

 Weight 0,87 0,38 0,36 0,64 0,83 

 Delta Weight -0,13 0,34 0,31 0,32 0,16 

       
FT 1 – ValCost ; FT 2 – NumClaim ; FT 3 – MethPay ; FT 4 – PatRisk 
FT 5 – ProRisk ; FT 6 – UncMed ; FT 7 – ExcMed ; FT 8 – MedCost 

 

Unfortunately, it’s still observed in Table 26 and in Table 27, a large difference between the training 

result and the test results in the majority of the situations. The number of false positive is low, in training 

and test, situations. The true positive rate decreases around 45%, from the training to the test, 

comprising the results. Is important to refer that in three situations, the best scenario was only observed 

in the intersection experiences (Simulation 10, Simulation 12 and Simulation 14). 

 

Figure 13: Training vs Test Results of First Population in Group Simulation 

The Figure 13 shows the relation between true positive rate and false positive rate in the training and 

test simulations. It’s clear that the training cases are generally located in the perfect region, high true 

positive rate and low false positive rate. However, its already possible to observe that the simulations 

tend to decrease the true positive rate, maintaining the false positive. This results express the effect of 

the increase of the different types of fraud in the population. 
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4.2.2.2 Second Population 

This tests were performed taking in considerations the information in Table 28. The difference relies in 

the number of legitimate claims, ten times larger than in the first population, and in the number of 

fraudulent claims, increased from 30 to 100. The objective of this section is to analysed the effects of 

large populations with a high number of different fraud types. 

Table 28: Information of the Second Population in Group Simulation 

Nº Chromosome 100  

Total Nº Normal Claims 10000 

 Nº Fraudulent Claims 100 

Training Nº Normal Claims 7500 

 Nº Fraudulent Claims 50 

Test Nº Normal Claims 2500 

 Nº Fraudulent Claims 50 

Table 29: Average Result of the Second Population in Group Simulation (part: I) 

  Simulation 15 Simulation 16 Simulation 17 

 
Average 

Value 
FT  

2 - 4 - 7 
FT  

1 - 3 - 9 
FT 

 1 - 3 - 4 – 5 

Training True positive 0,64 0,55 0,99 

 False Positive 0,13 0,08 0,07 

 Weight 0,51 0,47 0,92 

Test True positive 0,14 0,29 0,93 

 False Positive 0,05 0,16 0,09 

 Weight 0,08 0,13 0,84 

 Delta Weight 0,43 0,33 0,08 

     
FT 1 – ValCost ; FT 2 – NumClaim ; FT 3 – MethPay ; FT 4 – PatRisk 

FT 5 – ProRisk ; FT 7 – ExcMed ; FT 9 – MedDist 

 

Table 30: Average Result of the Second Population in Group Simulation (part: II) 

  Simulation 18 Simulation 19 Simulation 20 

 
Average 

Value 
FT  

1 - 3 - 4 - 6 - 7 - 9 
FT  

2 - 4 - 6 - 8 - 9 
FT  

1 - 3 - 4 - 6 - 7 

Training True positive 0,65 0,53 0,67 

 False Positive 0,20 0,13 0,04 

 Weight 0,45 0,40 0,64 

Test True positive 0,31 0,21 0,43 

 False Positive 0,26 0,06 0,06 

 Weight 0,05 0,10 0,37 

 Delta Weight 0,38 0,29 0,27 

     
FT 1 – ValCost ; FT 2 – NumClaim ; FT 3 – MethPay ; FT 4 – PatRisk 
FT 6 – UncMed ; FT 7 – ExcMed ; FT 8 – MedCost ; FT 9 - MedDist 
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Observing Table 29 and Table 30, the conclusion may be taken from two different perspectives. First 

comparing the results with the previous section, i.e. observing the effect of a population ten times larger. 

And a second, observe the effects of a larger number of fraud types. The true positive rate is 

considerably lower in all the situations, excluding in the simulation 17. In the cases of the false positive 

it remained low in both the training and in the test sample in all the simulations.  

Delta weight is high, excluding in simulation 17.  This situation principally indicates that the principal 

factor, for a good detection of fraud, are the fraud type and not the number of fraud examples, neither 

the different types of fraud in the sample. In simulations 18 and 20 for example, the results are worse in 

simulation 18 just because of fraud type 9, irregular medical distance (MedDist). 

Table 31: Best Performance of the Second Population in Group Simulation (part: I) 

  Simulation 15 Simulation 16 Simulation 17 

  
FT  

2 - 4 - 7 
FT  

1 - 3 - 9 
FT  

1 - 3 - 4 - 5 

 Best Performance GA – Patient Intersected A - C GA – Provider 

Training True positive 1 0,78 1 

 False Positive 0,17 0,04 0 

 Weight 0,83 0,74 1 

Test True positive 0,75 0,44 1 

 False Positive 0,24 0,06 0 

 Weight 0,51 0,38 1 

 Delta Weight 0,32 0,37 0 

     
FT 1 – ValCost ; FT 2 – NumClaim ; FT 3 – MethPay ; FT 4 – PatRisk 

FT 5 – ProRisk ; FT 7 – ExcMed ; FT 9 – MedDist 

 

Table 32: Best Performance of the Second Population in Group Simulation (part: II) 

  Simulation 18 Simulation 19 Simulation 20 

  
FT  

1 - 3 - 4 - 6 - 7 - 9 
FT  

2 - 4 - 6 - 8 - 9 
FT  

1 - 3 - 4 - 6 - 7 

 
Best 

Performance Intersected B - C GA - Patient Intersected A - C 

Training True positive 0,82 0,94 1 

 False Positive 0,29 0,16 0,001 

 Weight 0,52 0,78 0,99 

Test True positive 0,58 0,58 0,94 

 False Positive 0,37 0,24 0 

 Weight 0,21 0,34 0,94 

 Delta Weight 0,32 0,44 0,0 

     
FT 1 – ValCost ; FT 2 – NumClaim ; FT 3 – MethPay ; FT 4 – PatRisk 
FT 6 – UncMed ; FT 7 – ExcMed ; FT 8 – MedCost ; FT 9 - MedDist 
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Naturally, the average value of all the experiences is lower than the best experience. With the two tables 

above, Table 31 and Table 32, are identified the experiences with the best results of detection. In 

simulation 17 and 20 it’s possible to observe perfect situations, with four and five different frauds types 

respectively. In the remain simulations the training test are satisfactory, with a high true positive rate. 

However, when tested, principally the false positive rate increases, reducing the test weigh. 

The intersections simulations were important to obtain the best performance in three situations, 

simulation 16, 18 and 20. The GA relative to the claims never obtain the best situation, mainly because 

it as a lower sensitivity to regular behaviour of the involved entities, both patient and provider. 

 

 

Figure 14: Training vs Test Results of Second Population in Group Simulation 

From the Figure 14 is possible to see that the test cases are located in an area with a much lower true 

positive rate than the training cases. In comparison with the previous situations, Figure 12 and Figure 

13, it’s clear that the quality of the results decreased significantly. As explained above, not because of 

the increase of the population but because of the increased of the number of different fraud types in the 

used databases.  

4.2.3 GA Performance 

The evaluation of the performance of the both the GAs and the respective intersection of the results of 

obtained in the GAs, is dubious. Number of different fraud cases and the type of fraud influence in the 

performance of the algorithm. However, the figures below give important information related with the 

true positive and false positive rate progress throw all the experiences. It’s also possible to analyse the 

passage effect from training to test in the different scenarios.  
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Figure 15: Training vs Test in GA Claims Performance 

 

 

Figure 17: Training vs Test in GA Provider Performance 
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Figure 16: Training vs Test in GA Patient Performance 
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Figure 18: Training vs Test in Intersection A - B Performance 

 

Figure 19: Training vs Test in Intersection A - C Performance 

 

Figure 20: Training vs Test in Intersection B - C Performance 
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Figure 21: Training vs Test in Intersection A - B - C Performance 

  

From Figure 15 until Figure 21, representative of the true positive rate and false positive rate relation, in 

each of the experiences, is possible to conclude four aspects. First, Figure 18 until Figure 21 show the 

advantages of intersection of results of the GAs, i.e., the clear reduction of the false positive rate, below 

0.2 in average. This result was already predicted in the previous section, but with the intersection figures 

is also possible to understand that the bests situations are observed in Figure 18 and in Figure 21, 

intersection A-B and interstation A-B-C, respectively.  

With Figure 21, intersection A-B-C, is introduced the second important conclusion, the obvious reduction 

of the true positive rate, especially in the test simulation. The difference between the training and the 

test simulations is much lower in Figure 15, Figure 16 and Figure 17, claim, patient and provider GA, 

respectively.  

The third aspect rely in the performance of the Patient GA, represented in Figure 16. This is the most 

consistent of all the experiences, and the ones that presents better results in all the situations. Clearly 

the true positive rate is extremely high and the false positive rate doesn’t go beyond 0.3, in average, 

same result of the intersections.  

At last, the fourth aspect rely on the best performance of the interstation simulations. Figure 19 and 

Figure 20, relation to A-C and B-C intersections, have the best performance mostly because of the 

consistence of results between training and test, in one hand. And, in another hand, because of the high 

number of perfect situation, true positive rate maximum and false positive rate minimum, register. From 

the four intersection simulated this two were the only that achieved perfect results, and because of so, 

they are considered the best intersection solutions. 

The intersections may provide a more reliable detection of fraud and corruption cases, in the perspective 

that false alarms are minimize. However, the number of true alarms is also reduced, distancing itself 

from the main objective, detect fraud and corruption cases. 
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4.2.4 Fraud Type Preferences 

The Table 33, represents the experience with best performance according to the fraud type in question. 

The GA referent to the Patient cases was the experience with generally better performance, 30% of 

simulation elected as the best option. This is explained because the majority of the frauds scenarios is 

more evident in the patient perspective than in the remain perspectives. 

Is interesting to analyse that in some group of fraud simulation the best experience doesn´t correspond 

to the intersection of the two best performance, individually simulated. For example, fraud type 1 and 

fraud type 2 has as best experience GA Patient and Provider, respectively, and the group of fraud 1 – 3 

has as best experience the intersection A – C, relative to the intersection of GA Claims and Provider. 

Curiously, the GA with less preference is the GA relative to the claims, present only in one situation. 

This situation indicates that the GA claims uses information too much general. However, the number of 

intersections that possesses the GA claims is high, 60% of the cases, emphasizing the importance of 

the intersections. 

Table 33: Fraud Type Preferences 

Fraud 

Type 

Best 

Experience 

 Fraud 

Type 

Best 

Experience 

 Fraud Type Best 

Experience 

1 GA Patient  8 GA Patient  2 - 4 - 7 GA Patient 

2 GA Patient  9 Intersected  

B - C 

 1 - 3 - 9 Intersected 

A - C 

3 GA Provider  1 - 3 Intersected  

A - C 

 1 - 3 - 4 -5 GA Provider 

4 Intersected 

A - B 

 2 - 4 GA Claims  1 - 3 - 4 - 6 - 

7 

Intersected 

B - C 

5 Interested 

A - C 

 2 - 8 Intersected  

B - C 

 2 - 4 - 6 - 8 - 

9 

GA Patient 

6 Intersected 

A - B- C 

 5 - 6 - 7 GA Provider  1 - 3 - 4 - 6 - 

7 

Intersected 

A - C 

7 GA Patient  1 - 7 - 8 Intersected 

 B - C 
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4.3 Performance of the Algorithm 

All the algorithm was developed in the programming language Phyton with the help of the software 

Spyder. The velocity characteristics of Phyton and the structure of the software Spyder were main 

reasons of this choice. Were also used excel, json and pickle files for the formatting and processing of 

the variables and the healthcare databases. 

In average the processing time, i.e., the generation and organization of the database for the three GA, 

is 33%. This value clearly depends on the size of the population and in the fraud types present in the 

database. The higher the number of different types of fraud, the longer the three GA take to find a good 

criteria of separation between the legitimate and the fraudulent claims. In a simulation with 10000 claims 

and with five different fraud types the algorithm took 753 seconds (12 minutes and 33 seconds) to 

organize the data and 2535 seconds (42 minutes and 12 seconds) to run the three algorithms. In a 

simulation with 1000 claims and with two fraudulent cases the algorithm took 65 seconds (1 minutes 

and 5 seconds) to organize the data and to 220 seconds (3 minutes and 36 seconds) run the three 

algorithms. 

4.4 Comparison of Alternative Algorithm Performances 

The available studies on machine learning techniques for the detection of fraud in healthcare provided 

the results but never the databases used. This situation compromises the correct comparison between 

the different strategies used.  Anyway, it is possible to compare this algorithm performance with three 

different strategies present in papers [5], [14] and [26]. The methods applied in the papers are described 

in chapter 2, Related Work, in section 2.5, Detection of Fraud and Corruption in Healthcare. 

Using the method present in [26], Genetic Algorithm and K-Nearest Neighbour Method. The author 

presents a comparison between the training set results and the test set results, similar to what was done 

in the section above in this chapter, using different decision rules. The best result is described with 

82.00% of success detection of fraud in the training set and 82.21% in the test set. In the worse cases 

the training set had 80.38% of success detection of fraud and the test set 76.69%. 

This results are good, taking into consideration both the high rate of success detection and the proximity 

between two sets. Making the comparison with the algorithm developed in this thesis, due to the 

differences of databases and presentation of data, will be considered as success of detection of fraud 

the true positive rate explained above. Indeed, in certain simulation was achieve 100% of true positive 

rate in both training and test sample, as an example simulation 9 present in Table 24: Best Performance 

in Individual Simulation (part: II). The worse situation is described in simulation 11 of Table 27, with 

73.00% of true positive rate in training sample and 20.00% in the test sample. In one hand, the results 

obtained in [26] are much consistent, i.e., in all the simulation the relation between the training and test 

in less than 5%. In the other hand, in some situation the GA developed in this thesis achieves better 
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results, 100% of true positive rate, in both training and test sample. 

In the paper [5], the authors used three different strategies, Logistic Regression, Neural Networks and 

Classification Trees, all described in 2.5, Detection of Fraud and Corruption in Healthcare. The results 

are present according to the accuracy of the results.  

 
𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =

∑ 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠 + ∑ 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠

∑ 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
 

(4.9) 

The results obtained were 92.18%, 95.73% and 99.37% for Logistic Regression, Neural Networks and 

Classification Trees respectively. In the GA developed of this thesis, the first set, between simulation 1 

and simulation 9, of Table 21 and Table 22, the average accuracy is 92.1% for the training sample and 

86.8% for the test sample. In the second set, between simulation 10 and simulation 14, of Table 26, the 

average accuracy is 89.6% for the training sample and 89.1% for the test sample. In the third set, 

between simulation 15 and simulation 20, of Table 29 and Table 30, the average accuracy for the training 

sample was 88.9% and for the test sample 87.7%.  

The paper [14] uses a database with 418 fraudulent situations and 8.401 legitimate situations and a 

Multilayer Perceptron Neural Network method, more complex that the classic Neural Networks 

described in 2.5, Detection of Fraud and Corruption in Healthcare. In the training sets the results 

indicated a true positive rate of 0.734, a false positive rate of 0.069 and an accuracy of 96.07%. 

The results of the accuracy in the simulation of this GA are average values of all the experiences, GA 

Claims, GA Patient, GA Provider and the four intersections. Naturally the average accuracy is lower 

than in the two papers, [5] and [14], presented above, because in some scenarios the success of 

detection is considerable low.  

Observing the three comparisons is clear that this GA is at the same quality level of the purposed in the 

papers. Accuracy near the 90% indicates that this GA as a good performance in the detection of 

fraudulent situations. The complete comparison between the algorithm, i.e., which one is the better, is 

not possible to be done, once again because the databases are not the same, and principally the fields 

used in each database are different.    
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions and Future Work 

5 Conclusions and Future Work 

This chapter presents the principal conclusions of this master thesis. Are also mentioned the advantages 

and the disadvantages of this method of fraud detection in healthcare. In the end are proposed eventual 

changes to the algorithm and future work for the update and improvement of the algorithm.  
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5.1 Principal Points of Conclusion 

Detection of fraud and corruption is a sensitive subject. The work developed in this master thesis aims 

to simplify the objective of the medical specialist in the detection of fraudulent claims, principally by the 

reduction of the false alarms cases. This algorithm, and the respective simulation, exemplify the 

efficiency of this method, as well as its future prospects. 

The simulated results, organized in three stages, expose a continuous evolution of the detections rate. 

For the first scenario, the individual simulation of fraud cases, the results are considerably good. The 

average value of detection is satisfactory, depending on the fraud type, exist both, the perfect detection 

situation (only all the fraudulent situations are considered as fraudulent) and the good scenarios, where 

the majority of the signal detection are fraudulent. The important results, in this first scenario, is that at 

least one of the experiences describes a perfect situation. This subject suggest that if the fraud case to 

detect is correctly specified and the appropriated method of detection elected, i.e., chosen between the 

three GA or the respective intersection of the results, it’s possible to detect all the fraudulent situations 

in the sample, with a reduce number of false alarms. 

For the second scenario, small group simulation, with the first population of one thousand claims, the 

results are worse than in the first. Both the average and best experience results are satisfactory, mainly 

because of the decrease of the true positive rate. Although in training the sample present a good 

performance, in test, the criteria of detection do not adapt so well. Is important to emphasize, once more, 

that is the true positive rate that decreases, making this a good strategy to reduce the search in large 

data bases.  

At last, the third scenario, large group simulation, with the second population of ten thousand claims. 

This is the most complicated situation in fraud detection. The deterioration of the average results is 

evident. Once again, true positive rate decreases and the difference between training and test is 

considerable. Besides, the bad results in average, in two situations the algorithm performance is ideal, 

which remains to the initial conclusion: If the fraud cases to detect are correctly specified and the 

appropriated method of detection elected, in specific fraud types the objective of detect all and only the 

fraudulent situation is achieved. 

Concerning possible adjustments on the algorithm in order to obtain better solutions, there are four 

aspects that influenced the results. Number of claims in the sample used for both the training and test, 

relation training/test sample, number of chromosomes for each GA and number of different fraud 

scenarios.  

Were used two kinds of population in the simulations, the first with one thousand legitimate claims and 

thirty fraudulent, and a second of ten thousand legitimate and one hundred fraudulent claims. The fact 
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is that this number didn’t influence the result. In both cases the GAs were able to identify and adapt 

equally to the database and create a sustainable criteria of fraud detection. This situation may change 

if the information of data change significantly with the increase of the number of claim information. For 

example with additional information of a new hospital, with a different healthcare system. This theme is 

going to be further approach in real life application and in future work section.  

Were used two samples in the algorithm, the training and the test sample, with respectively three 

quarters and one quarter of the initial database of claims. The important aspect was to maintain the test 

sample small, maximum three times smaller, then the training sample to obtain a good prediction of the 

results. However, populations too small may lead to worse detection because of the influence of specific 

features exposed in that sample. 

The number of chromosomes in the GA as well as the probabilistic value of the crossover and mutation 

(procedures of the GA) influence the type of training and the results of it. First aspect, is important to 

mention that better results in the training sample may not be directed related with the improve of the 

test. In some simulations, described in the previous chapter, the difference between the training and the 

test were considerable, deteriorating the results. In another position, the adaptation of this two fields, 

number of chromosomes and probabilities of mutation and crossover, influence the velocity of achieving 

the best solution and the nature of the solution. This wasn’t the main point of the research. For the 

search of an optimal solution, related with the performance of the GA, were used typical values that 

didn’t influence considerable the quality of the results. 

The number of different fraud scenarios in the same sample is, however, a different situation. The 

algorithm is extremely sensitive to this changes, as well as the quality of the results. Samples with only 

one fraud type have ideal fraud detection situations. With the increase of the number of fraud types the 

quality of detection decreases. Until three different fraud types, in the same populations, the results are 

acceptable, with high true positive rate and a small false positive. The situation gets, progressively, 

worse with the increase of the fraud types, tested until five different fraud cases. 

Another important aspect to consider is the type of fraud introduced in the sample. In the majority of the 

situations fraud type 1, high value of cost, and fraud type 3, unexpected method of payment, were the 

ones with better detection results. Similar fraud types are easier to detect if they are in the same 

population, medicines costs and medicines quantity for example (fraud type 6 and 8). In other hand 

opposite situation such as high number of claims and uncommon use of a medicine (fraud type 2 and 

7) are more complicated to detect together. 

Two of the most important points of this algorithm is first the use of three GA that process the same data 

base in different perspectives, claims, patient and provider. And second the intersection of the results 

of the GA. In general, is possible to understand that this were successful approaches to the problem. 

The specific genetic algorithms were capable of better detection in some types of frauds than other, 

which is normal considering the that the information observed from the perspective of the entities 

involved have different meanings. The intersection, were as well, successful approaches, principally in 
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the simulations with a high number of different types of fraud. This experiments were able to reduce 

drastically the number of false positive detections. 

5.1.1 Real Life Application of the Algorithm 

For the real application of this algorithm the organization and the process of information must be focus 

in specific adjustments in order to obtain good results. 

 Correct division and aggrupation of medical claim according to the DRG code and usual format 

of claims. The objective of this process is to avoid the wrong classification of claim, specifically 

as fraudulent, in a database with uncommon cases, which are legitimate. 

 Clear and correct aggrupation of the types of fraud. This master thesis already suggests a 

method of fraud division and classification. However, this is a subject in constant change, and 

so, is important, for a good adaptation of the algorithm, a clear division of the different fraud 

scenarios. 

 Unmistakable separation of the medical entity which provided the claim. This is mainly related 

to the institutions that provide the medical service. Is important to ensure that medical claims 

with different characteristics are not in the same data base. An easy example for this situation 

are the costs performed by public and private hospitals. This difference may obviously 

deteriorate the quality of the detection.     

 The sample of both the training and test must be according the ones used in the algorithm, i.e., 

total number of legitimate claims between one thousand and ten thousand, and being the test 

sample a maximum of one third of the training sample. The objective is to run the algorithm in 

multiple situation in small databases and not one singular time in large databases. 

 When a new fraud case is confirmed by the medical specialists is important to actualize the 

fraud database in order to detect similar situations. In another perspective, is also important to 

anticipate fraud scenarios speculating and creating new fraud scenarios.  

5.1.2 Advantages and Disadvantages of this Approach 

The use of machine learning techniques in healthcare system for the detection of fraud and corruption 

is not new. This master thesis introduced as explained a new approach to the problem adapting a genetic 

algorithm to solve the situations. The principal advantage of the method used are the quality of the 

obtained results. For the database created and for the fraud cases simulated was possible to detect the 

fraud cases and to reduce the number of claims that the medical specialists have to carefully analyse. 

The data generator is the most controversial part of the thesis. In one hand only a real database could 

definitely prove the legitimacy of the results. Above all, this are simulated databases and do not 

correspond to the reality. In another hand, this generator has two main advantages. First it can be 

improved and upgrade in order to simulate more real situation. Second, this may be a new step in 

machine learning techniques in detection of fraud in healthcare because different strategies developed 
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by different entities may be tested with this data generator avoiding bureaucracies and confidentiality 

problems. The principal advantage is that the performance of different techniques may be directly 

compared and improved. 

Another limitation, of this method, is the limitation in variety of medical claims and in the number of 

hospitals. The algorithm was designed to focus only in four types of medical claims and in four hospitals 

in order to reduce the complexity of the algorithm because the main objective was to create and simulate 

a model, that could be extended to other areas, of detection of fraud in healthcare. 

Regarding the GA is also import to note the probabilistic concepts behind this method. In one way it is 

what gives freedom to the algorithm and enables the election of fraud scenarios. But, it’s also important 

to mention that two consecutive runs of the algorithm are, in a certain way, different, limiting assertive 

affirmation regarding the quality of the results. 

5.2 Future Work 

Healthcare care is in constant evolution, and with it, new fraud and corruption cases. The adaptation 

and the development of the machine learning techniques is unquestionable. Better methods of detection 

must appear in order to face this changes.  

Considering the big disadvantages of this method, described in the section above as being the generator 

of data, the most important change is the simulation of the performance of the algorithm with real 

healthcare data. With the access to official information is possible in one hand to test the developed 

work and attribute veracity to the algorithm. On the other hand, is possible to introduce another variable 

to the algorithm, improving the quality of the results. 

If the problem of the data access persists, the key aspect is to improve medical knowledge in order to 

understand better how does the healthcare system work and how can fraud evolve. In practise the 

objective is to extend the variables used to classify the three situation, claims, patient and provider. 

There’s many information that can be extracted from a medical claim and it’s important to select and 

distinguish between useful and useful information.  

Another interesting point to explore in future work is the adaptation of the algorithm to specific medical 

claims and specific hospital, increasing in one way the specificity of the search. And in another, 

extending the possible intersection of information, in order to reduce the false positive rate or increasing 

the true positive rate. 

Besides the efforts, the fraud types developed to test the algorithm are not perfect. It’s important to 

improve the already existing scenarios and create others taking example from healthcare reports of 

cases detected recently. The aggrupation of fraud may also be integrated in the algorithm, i.e., the 

designed algorithm may be reorganized in order to identify naturally the type of fraud and explores 
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similarities in the database.  

 In this method were developed three different GA, would be interesting to understand which is more 

efficient to detect each type of fraud and the aggrupation of the different types of fraud. As well as which 

of the intersections of the three GA are more capable of detect certain types of fraud. 
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Annex 1 

Total Results 

Annex A. Error! Reference source not found. 

This annex exposes the results obtain in the twenty simulations presented in chapter 4, Experimental 

results. The seven tables presented have information about both the training and test samples, as well 

as information about the seven experiments developed. 
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Table 34: Simulations 1, 2 and 3 

    GA - Claims GA - Patient GA - Providers Intersected A - B Intersected A - C Intersected B - C Intersected A - B - C 

Simulation 1 FT 1 Training TP 1 1 0,94736 1 0,96 0,96 0,96 

      FP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

      W 1 1 0,94736 1 0,96 0,96 0,96 

    Test TP 0,2 0,45 0,2926 0,12 0,14 0,22 0,08 

      FP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

      W 0,2 0,45 0,2926 0,12 0,14 0,22 0,08 

      DW 0,8 0,55 0,65476 0,88 0,82 0,74 0,88 

Simulation 2 FT 2 Training TP 0,56 1 0,4871 0,56 0,3 0,58 0,3 

      FP 0,3733 0 0,055 0 0,12 0 0 

      W 0,1867 1 0,4321 0,56 0,18 0,58 0,3 

    Test TP 0,5 1 0,186 0,5 0,16 0,28 0,16 

      FP 0,52 0 0,0833 0 0,12 0 0 

      W -0,02 1 0,1027 0,5 0,04 0,28 0,16 

      DW 0,1667 0 0,3294 0,06 0,14 0,3 0,14 

Simulation 3 FT 3 Training TP 1 0,84 1 0,92 1 0,92 0,92 

      FP 0,68 0,2 0 0,2266 0 0 0 

      W 0,32 0,64 1 0,6934 1 0,92 0,92 

    Test TP 1 0,8095 1 0,98 1 0,98 0,92 

      FP 0,68 0,2608 0 0,28 0 0 0 

      W 0,32 0,5487 1 0,7 1 0,98 0,92 

      DW 0 0,0913 0 -0,0066 0 -0,06 0 
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Table 35: Simulations 4, 5 and 6 

    GA - Claims GA - Patient GA - Providers Intersected A - B Intersected A - C Intersected B - C Intersected A - B - C 

Simulation 4 FT 4 Training TP 1 1 0,851 1 0,866 0,866 0,866 

      FP 0,1453 0,061 0,4657 0,03 0,09 0,0573 0,0186 

      W 0,8547 0,939 0,3853 0,97 0,776 0,8087 0,8474 

    Test TP 1 1 0,608 1 0,7 0,7 0,7 

      FP 0,144 0,0852 0,705 0,056 0,124 0,108 0,052 

      W 0,856 0,9148 -0,097 0,944 0,576 0,592 0,648 

      DW -0,0013 0,0242 0,2883 0,026 0,2 0,2167 0,1994 

Simulation 5 FT 5 Training TP 1 0,9473 1 0,933 1 0,933 0,933 

      FP 0,164 0,226 0 0,0786 0 0,001 0 

      W 0,836 0,7213 1 0,8544 1 0,932 0,933 

    Test TP 1 0,8421 1 0,7333 1 0,7333 0,733 

      FP 0,176 0,352 0,0253 0,136 0,004 0,008 0,004 

      W 0,824 0,4901 0,9747 0,5973 0,996 0,7253 0,729 

      DW 0,012 0,2312 0,0253 0,2571 0,004 0,2067 0,204 

Simulation 6 FT 6 Training TP 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

      FP 0,142 0,01 0 0,004 0 0 0 

      W 0,858 0,99 1 0,996 1 1 1 

    Test TP 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

      FP 0,204 0,1436 0,105 0,108 0,016 0,016 0,016 

      W 0,796 0,8564 0,895 0,892 0,984 0,984 0,984 

      DW 0,062 0,1336 0,105 0,104 0,016 0,016 0,016 
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Table 36: Simulations 7, 8 and 9 

    GA - Claims GA - Patient GA - Providers Intersected A - B Intersected A - C Intersected B - C Intersected A - B - C 

Simulation 7 FT 7 Training TP 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

      FP 0,338 0,095 0 0,06 0 0 0 

      W 0,662 0,905 1 0,94 1 0 1 

    Test TP 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

      FP 0,338 0,2764 0,131 0,212 0,052 0,052 0,044 

      W 0,662 0,7236 0,869 0,788 0,948 0,948 0,956 

      DW 0 0,1814 0,131 0,152 0,052 -0,948 0,044 

Simulation 8 FT 8 Training TP 1 1 0,8 1 0,8 0,8 0,8 

      FP 0,145 0,01079 0,4 0,0026 0,0973 0,004 0,0013 

      W 0,855 0,98921 0,4 0,9974 0,7027 0,796 0,7987 

    Test TP 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 

      FP 0 0,176 0,6119 0 0 0,116 0 

      W 0 0,824 0,3881 0 0 0,884 0 

      DW 0,855 0,16521 0,0119 0,9974 0,7027 -0,088 0,7987 

Simulation 9 FT 9 Training TP 0,766 1 1 0,766 0,766 1 0,766 

      FP 0,5173 0,047 0 0,0306 0,012 0,0013 0 

      W 0,2487 0,953 1 0,7354 0,754 0,9987 0,766 

    Test TP 0,53 1 1 0,533 0,533 1 0,533 

      FP 0,468 0,04571 0,1723 0,024 0,068 0,004 0,004 

      W 0,062 0,95429 0,8277 0,509 0,465 0,996 0,529 

      DW 0,1867 -0,00129 0,1723 0,2264 0,289 0,0027 0,237 
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Table 37: Simulations 10, 11 and 12 

      GA - Claims GA - Patient GA - Providers Intersected A - B Intersected A - C Intersected B - C Intersected A - B - C 

Simulation 10 FT 1 Training TP 0,80 0,95 0,57 0,72 0,76 0,80 0,68 

  FT 3   FP 0,16 0,31 0,03 0,06 0,03 0,02 0,01 

      W 0,64 0,64 0,54 0,66 0,73 0,78 0,67 

    Test TP 0,88 0,62 0,75 0,48 0,88 0,48 0,48 

      FP 0,04 0,64 0,42 0,03 0,01 0,45 0,01 

      W 0,84 -0,03 0,33 0,45 0,87 0,03 0,47 

      DW -0,21 0,62 0,21 0,21 -0,13 0,75 0,20 

Simulation 11 FT 2 Training TP 0,73 0,83 0,57 0,67 0,47 0,60 0,47 

  FT 4   FP 0,01 0,13 0,30 0,00 0,27 0,04 0,00 

      W 0,72 0,71 0,27 0,67 0,20 0,56 0,47 

    Test TP 0,40 0,17 0,57 0,07 0,27 0,07 0,07 

      FP 0,02 0,20 0,51 0,02 0,00 0,10 0,00 

      W 0,38 -0,03 0,06 0,05 0,26 -0,04 0,06 

      DW 0,34 0,67 0,20 0,62 -0,06 0,52 0,40 

Simulation 12 FT 2 Training TP 0,73 1,00 0,71 0,73 0,60 0,73 0,60 

  FT 8   FP 0,45 0,12 0,15 0,11 0,11 0,06 0,03 

      W 0,29 0,88 0,56 0,62 0,49 0,67 0,57 

    Test TP 0,34 0,60 0,43 0,27 0,13 0,40 0,07 

      FP 0,44 0,16 0,26 0,08 0,14 0,04 0,02 

      W -0,11 0,44 0,17 0,19 -0,01 0,36 0,05 

      DW 0,18 0,44 0,39 0,44 0,48 0,31 0,52 
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Table 38: Simulations 13, 14 

    GA - Claims GA - Patient GA - Providers Intersected A - B Intersected A - C Intersected B - C Intersected A - B - C 

Simulation 13 FT 5 Training TP 0,666 0,78571 1 0,4666 0,666 0,8 0,4666 

  FT 6   FP 0,2666 0,0752 0,0408 0,01866 0,012 0,00533 0,00266 

  FT 7   W 0,3994 0,71051 0,9592 0,44794 0,654 0,79467 0,46394 

    Test TP 0,4 0,5833 1 0,2 0,4 0,46666 0,2 

      FP 0,276 0,3448 0,3563 0,116 0,088 0,152 0,048 

      W 0,124 0,2385 0,6437 0,084 0,312 0,31466 0,152 

      DW 0,2754 0,47201 0,3155 0,36394 0,342 0,48001 0,31194 

Simulation 14 FT 1 Training TP 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

  FT 7   FP 0,27466 0,0618 0,2474 0,036 0,0866 0,0133 0,012 

  FT 8   W 0,72534 0,9382 0,7526 0,964 0,9134 0,9867 0,988 

    Test TP 1 1 0,75 1 0,209333 0,933 0,933 

      FP 0,372 0,2634 0,444 0,204 0,228 0,108 0,096 

      W 0,628 0,7366 0,306 0,796 -0,018667 0,825 0,837 

      DW 0,09734 0,2016 0,4466 0,168 0,894733 0,1617 0,151 
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Table 39: Simulations 15, 16 and 17 

      GA - Claims GA - Patient GA - Providers Intersected A - B Intersected A - C Intersected B - C Intersected A - B - C 

Simulation 15 FT 2 Training TP 0,64 1 0,846 0,64 0,46 0,46 0,46 

  FT 4   FP 0,0587 0,1684 0,56 0,0221 0,0402 0,04 0,0137 

  FT 7   W 0,5813 0,8316 0,286 0,6179 0,4198 0,42 0,4463 

    Test TP 0,12 0,75 0,037 0,02 0 0,02 0 

      FP 0,0636 0,2397 0,027 0,0324 0,0036 0,014 0,0024 

      W 0,0564 0,5103 0,01 -0,0124 -0,0036 0,006 -0,0024 

      DW 0,5249 0,3213 0,276 0,6055 0,4162 0,414 0,4439 

Simulation 16 FT 1 Training TP 0,82 0,529 0,833 0,26 0,78 0,42 0,24 

  FT 3   FP 0,1089 0,0561 0,3191 0,00546 0,0376 0,0376 0,00226 

  FT 9   W 0,7111 0,4729 0,5139 0,25454 0,7424 0,3824 0,23774 

    Test TP 0,4056 0,3793 0,5 0,02 0,44 0,24 0,02 

      FP 0,1144 0,219 0,54166 0,0312 0,0628 0,1056 0,0192 

      W 0,2912 0,1603 -0,04166 -0,0112 0,3772 0,1344 0,0008 

      DW 0,4199 0,3126 0,47224 0,24334 0,3652 0,248 0,23694 

Simulation 17 FT 1 Training TP 0,98 1 1 0,98 0,98 1 0,98 

  FT 3   FP 0,1209 0,2952 0 0,070266 0,00173 0,00346 0,001066 

  FT 4   W 0,8591 0,7048 1 0,909734 0,97827 0,99654 0,978934 

  FT 5 Test TP 0,98 0,92 1 0,88 0,98 0,88 0,88 

      FP 0,1376 0,3625 0 0,114 0,0012 0,0028 0,0012 

      W 0,8424 0,5575 1 0,766 0,9788 0,8772 0,8788 

      DW 0,0167 0,1473 0 0,143734 -0,00053 0,11934 0,100134 
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Table 40: Simulations 18, 19 and 20 

    GA - Claims GA - Patient GA - Providers Intersected A - B Intersected A - C Intersected B - C Intersected A - B - C 

Simulation 18 FT 1 Training TP 0,58 0,96 0,807 0,52 0,44 0,82 0,42 

  FT 3   FP 0,0066 0,4677 0,554 0,028 0,0512 0,2924 0,0224 

  FT 4    W 0,5734 0,4923 0,253 0,492 0,3888 0,5276 0,3976 

  FT 6 Test TP 0,06 0,708 0,7 0,02 0,06 0,58 0,02 

  FT 7   FP 0,0712 0,564 0,648 0,042 0,06 0,3692 0,0344 

   FT 9   W -0,011 0,144 0,052 -0,022 0 0,2108 -0,0144 

      DW 0,5622 0,3483 0,201 0,47 0,3888 0,3168 0,3832 

Simulation 19 FT 2 Training TP 0,54 0,944 0,5517 0,54 0,26 0,62 0,26 

  FT 4   FP 0,1128 0,163 0,4225 0,0357 0,0568 0,1306 0,01866 

  FT 6   W 0,4272 0,781 0,1292 0,5043 0,2032 0,4894 0,24134 

  FT 8 Test TP 0,32 0,5833 0,0384 0,1 0,04 0,34 0,04 

  FT 9   FP 0,106 0,2399 0,0135 0,0388 0,0008 0,0072 0,0004 

      W 0,214 0,3434 0,0249 0,0612 0,0392 0 0,0396 

      DW 0,2132 0,4376 0,1043 0,4431 0,164 0,4894 0,20174 

Simulation 20 FT 1 Training TP 1 0,4615 1 0,42 1 0,42 0,42 

  FT 3   FP 0,148 0,07439 0 0,0309 0,001333 0,00066 0,00053 

  FT 4    W 0,852 0,38711 1 0,3891 0,998667 0,41934 0,41947 

  FT 6 Test TP 0,94 0,208 0,5 0,14 0,94 0,16 0,14 

  FT 7   FP 0,184 0,153 0 0,1112 0,0008 0,0008 0,0008 

      W 0,756 0,055 0,5 0,0288 0,9392 0,1592 0,1392 

      DW 0,096 0,33211 0,5 0,3603 0,059467 0,26014 0,28027 
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